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By letter of 29 January 1981, the President of the Council of the European 
Communities requested the European Parliament to deliver an opinion on the 
proposal from the Commission of the European Communities to the Council for a 
regulation amending the Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 applicable to 
the general budget of the European Communities. 
On 9 February 1981 the President of the European Parliament referred this 
proposal to the Committee on Budgets as the committee responsible and to the 
Committee on Budgetary Control for an opinion. 
At its meeting of 18 February 1981 the Committee on Budgets confirmed the 
appointment of Mr SIMONNET as rapporteur. 
The committee considered the Commission's proposal at its meetings of 
28/1/81, 18/2/81, 19/3/81, 12/5/81, 24/6/81, 27/1/82, 22/9/82, 29/9/82, 18/1/83, 
16/3/83, 20/4/83 and 25/5/83. 
At the last meeting the committee decided by 15 votes to 2 with 1 
abstention to recommend to Parliament that it approve the Commission's proposal 
with the following amendment. 
The Commission stated before the committee that it intended to amend 
certain of its proposals in the light of Parliament's decisions. 
The committee then unanimously adopted the motion for a resolution as a 
whole. 
Present: Mr LANGE, chairman, Mr NOTENBOOM, 1st vice-chairman, 
Mrs BARBARELLA, 2nd vice-chairman, Mr SIMONNET, rapporteur, Mr ABENS, 
Mr ADONNINO, Mr ARNDT, Mr BAILLOT, Mr FICH, Mr GOUTHIER, Mrs GREDAL (deputizing 
for Mrs HOFF), Mr KELLETT-BOWMAN, Mr LOUWES, Mr O'MAHONY, Mr NEWTON DUNN, 
Mrs NIKOLAOU, Mr ORLANDI and Mr SABY. 
The opinion of the Committee on Budgetary Control is attached. 
This report was tabled on 9 June 1983 
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The Committee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the following amendments 
to the Commission's proposal and motion for a resolution together with explanatory statement: 
AMENDMENT TABLED BY THE COMMITTEE ON 
BUDGETS 
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMISSION OF THE 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Proposal for a Council regulation (ECSC-EEC-EURATOM) 
amending the Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to the general budget of the European Communities 
Article 1 
The Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to the ge~eral budget of the 
European Communities , as amended by ~ouncil 
Regulation No 1252/79 of 25 June .1979 , is 
amended as follows: 
1. Article 1: 
Insert a new paragraph 1(a) 
1<a> The provisions of this Financial 
Regulation shall apply to Parliamenti 
Council, the Commission, the Court o 
Justice and ·the Court of Auditors and 
as otherwise provided to the Economic 
Social Committee. 
delete the analogous prov1s1ons in 
Art 18(4) of the F.R. 
2. Article 1 
Insert a new paragraph 1 b 
the 
save 
and 
b The financial regulations of Community 
bodies having legal ~ersonality and 
receiving subsidiesrom the general 
budget must not include provisions con-
llicting with those of this Financial 
-~-egulation. 
3. Article 1(2): This paragraph is 
replaced by the following two paragraphs: 
2. The appropriations entered in the budget 
shall be authorized for the duration of one 
i 1-··mcial year. They shall constitute the 
upper limit of expenditure which may be pa1d 
or a!J-thorized during each financial year. 
Expenditure may not be authorized for a period 
going beyond the financial year. 
1 OJ No. L 356, 31.12.1977 
2 
Article 1 
The Financial Regulation of 21 December 1977 
applicable to the general budget of the 
European Communities1, as amended by ~ouncil 
Regulation No 1252/79 of 25 June 1979 , is 
amended as follows: 
1. Article 1(2): The second subparagraph 
is replaced by the following: 
'Without prejudice to paragraph 3 below, 
expenditure may not be authorized for a 
period going beyond the financial year. 
Operating expenditure arising from 
contracts which have been concluded in 
accordance with local usage for periods 
going beyond the financial year shall not 
be subject to the provisions of the 
preceding subparagraph. Such expenditure 
shall be charged to the budget for the 
financial year in which it is effected.' 
OJ No. L 160, 28.6.1979 5 - PE 84.700/fin. 
.. ----·" --------~·--:.-."" ..... ·' .. _____ .,.., .. ~ 
3. ExceptionalCY>·oi:>erati.ng expendiltwre 
'iilri;1o~ rrorii ~o.ont-racts wbi.ch have 'been 
conaluc.ied in accorciance.. ~iith loc~~ us.ge ·for 
periods going beyond the .finar-~cial )'f-.r .!!:!.£ 
ex >endi ture for re ·a ment· of loar:'IS· and-relate · 
c.osts shall be· charged to -~he bud11f!:t- 'for; tre ' 
.. !.irJ9Q~l§LZ~'2!:_i!L!!!bi£b_iLi§_!ff!£!!9.:. 
4. Article 1(3) and (4): replace with the 
following text:. 
-.--· ·- --·-----· ---
4. Ib~-i~e1!~!D!~!iQD_Qf_~~!1i!GD~!! • 
~£!i~i!i!§-~~t-9iY!_£i~!-!Q_£Q!!!!!!i!!!!!01 
~!:!!b2ri!~!iQ!J.LJmLe§~!!!!DL§eer2ed!!i2o~ • 
fg~mi!~!g!_~eergeri§!i2D!-~D2!t-~r!i£1! 
1Zg_gf_!b!-~~r~!Q~_I£!!!~_!b!!!_Q!_!r!!!!9 
~§_fQ!!!!!!i!!!!!D!_!~!bQ!l!!!iQ!J!_fQL!h!_Q~!:2Q!!! 
2!_!bi!_B!~!!!i2D· 
Commitment authorizations shall cover, for 
the current-tinanciaL:Year, the total cost 
of the legal obligations entered into for 
activities whose implementation extends 
over more than one financial year. 
Ib!t_§b!11_£Q!J!!i!~!!_!h!_!:!ee!r_limi!_Qf 
!b!_!~e!o9i!!:!r!_~bi£b_!~£b_iD!!i!~!iQD_i! 
~!:!!b2ri~!2_!Q_£Q!!!~i!_fQ£_!_9iY!!J_Qe!r~!i2D· 
Payment appropriations shall cover, up to 
the limit of the amount entered in the 
budget, expenditure arising from commit-
ments entered into in the current financial 
year and/or preceding financial years. 
The entries intended for multiannual activi-
ties and consisting of commitment 
authorizations and payment appropriations 
shall-be-show~ in the budget as follows: 
- the commitment authorization authorized 
for the financial-year-concerned and 
the payment appropriation for the same 
f1nancial year shall be entered under 
the appropriate heading; 
- the estimated annual payment appropria-
tions required for subsequent financial 
years shall be set out against the 
commitment ~~!b2ri~9!iQO! in an 
indicative schedule in the remarks 
column. 
Multiannual activities in respect of which 
11 dist imt ion is tc) be made between commit-
ment !!:!!bQr:i~!!iQQ.§ and payment appropria-
tions shall be decided on during the 
budgetary procedure. This principle shall 
not apply to research and investment -
appropriations covered by special 
provisions. 
2. Atiislt ... H~l: Tt!te fourth subf)1iragraph is 
replaced by the ~ottowint: 
'-The entries inUnde-d fo.r lltUltiannual 
activities and conshting of co111111itment and 
payment appl'Opf'iatiGi"'·s shaH be shown in the 
budget as followt: 
- the c-.4tment appropriation authorized 
fQr the financial year concerned and the 
payment ep~ropriation considered necessary 
for the sa11e financial year shall be entered 
under the appropriate heading; 
- the estimated annual payment appropriations 
required for subsequent financial years 
shall be set out against the commitment 
appropriations in an indicative schedule 
in the reurfrcs column. 1 
3. !!:1!&1!.1: Paragraph 4 is deleted. 
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5. Article 1<5>: delete this paragraph 
and insert the following new paragraph: 
f~!l~~!!!_I!l~!!og_!Q_~QQ[QQ!i~IiQO§_Q[ 
staff in_!egi!l~!i~~-~£!!_Q!b!!_!b!D_!b~ gQ~€~~I=Q~~g~!-!b~ll_Q~-ID~r~1~-io9i£~Ii~~· 
6. After Article 2: insert a new Article 2a: 
~r:!i£1~-g~ 
2. where proposals submitted to ~he 
Council and Parliament are likely to 
have budgetary consequences, including 
significant changes in the number of 
QOSts, the Commission shall in an annex 
_provide a forecast of the amounts;;. 
relating, depending on the nature of the 
eroposal, to one or more years. 
7. Article 3(1): replace the text of the 
2nd and 3rd subparagraphs with the 
following text: 
All revenue shall be used to cover all 
expenditure; revenue shall not be 
~~~i9Q!Q_!Q_~-~~~fi1If:~~r~9~~;---
In the case of budget headings under which 
commitment ~~!bQrj~~!iQD! and payment 
appropriations have been entered, the amount 
entered as payment appropriations shall 
be used for the purposes of the preceding 
subparagraph. 
8. Article 3<2>, replace the first subpara-
graph with the following text: 
-2 ~ ~9!~i!b!!!D~iog_Q!!!9£!!Qb_1"-~£~r!!io-­
revenue shall not be used for anl oth~r g~re2i~:=I6=e~rEf~I~F--------- ---- ~- :/j 
- financial contributions from Member 
st~te;-!o-cer!ain-research-ero9rammes 
~~£§~~~!=!9:~r!Ifi~=~i~I=~!_!fi~:Q!~i: 
!iQD_Qf_~1-~Qril_12ZQ_QO_Q~D-!~!Q~!£~!; 
- r~Y~D~~-!~rm~r~!9_fgr_~_!Q~£ifi£_ 
Q~[QQ!~"-!~£b_~!_iD£QID!_f!QID_fQ~D9!: 
!iQD!"_!~Q!i9i!!"_gif!!"_Q~g~~!!!i 
- £QD!!iQ~!i2D!_!Q_fQIDID~Di!~-~£!iYiSi~! 
from non-Member States or various 
~2~i~i::~o~:r~~~o~~=I!2m:ifiir~:~!r!i~!i 
- r!v~o~!_frgm_!bir9_P2r!i~!_io_r~!~£I 
of-work carried out at their reguest; 
------------------------------- ----
- !b~-~!QQ~£!_Qf_!D~_1Q2D§_!~i!~Q"_!~~~~: 
ID!D!_Qf_~~ID~-1~D!_~DQ_r~!!!!~Q-£Q§!§£ 
- !b~_erQQ~f!_Qf_l~Yi~!-~oQ_!~!~!-2! 
~~!i2~~-~}0Q!L_!i!b~I-!!i!!iD9-Q!_!Q_Q~ 
iD!2!:H9£~Q"_io_£QQD~£!iQD_~i!b_!b~L 
4. ~!!i~!!_l: Paragraph 5 is deleted. 
55. Article 88: This article is replaced 
by the following: 
<Para. ,1 not affected by the amendment> 
2. The figures given in programme 
decisions or corresponding decisions 
shall be merely indicative. 
<Paras. 3 to 5 not affected by the 
amendment) 
5. arSi£1!-~1~1: The first subparagraph is 
replaced by the following: 
'2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1, 
revenue earmarked for a specific purpose, 
sucij as income from foundations, subsidies, 
gifts, bequests, contributions to 
Community activities from non-member 
States or various bodies, and revenue from 
third parties in respect of work carried 
out at their request shall not be used 
for rany other purpose.• 
com1J!flii' agricultural policy. - 7 -
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9. Article 3, insert a new paragraph 3 
3. The balance of each financial year 
shall-be entered as revenue in the case oJ 
a-surplus or expenditure in the case of a 
deTTCit, in the budget of the second foll~ 
oW1ng financial year. For this purpos~. 
the Commiss~on sec~ion o1 the budget shal~ 
contain token entr1es for the sai~ 
__ revenue and expenditure. 
T~~-levant entry shall then be updated b..}' 
me~~s Qf a supplementary or amending budget 
2r~in the case of an item of expenditure, 
~-~~aQs of a transfer in application oJ 
ArtiJ;le 21. 
This measure shall be without preiudice tg 
~~en~ments made to the outturn in the 
~!~~-!on gr~~ti!lg discharg~. 
<Delete the Commission's proposed text of 
Article 27) 
10. Article 5: replace the 2nd and 3rd para-
graphs with the following: 
The revenue of a financial year shall be 
entered in the accounts for the financial 
year on the basis of the amounts collected 
during the financial year, with the exception 
of the own resources for the month of January 
of the next financial year, in respect of which 
paym~nt may be made iO_!Q~!Q£~· 
~n~-r~~9i~2!m~n!_2f-~o!ti!!_io_t!!P!~!-2f_g~o 
r~!Q~t£~!-i21i2~ios_!h~_fio!!_!92e!igo_io 
Q~£~m2~t-2f_~_!YPP!!m!o!~r~_Qr_!m!o9iog 
Q~Q9~!~_!n~!!_g~_!o!!t!9_in_!h!_!~£2Yo!!_fgr 
!b~_fio~o£i~i-~!~t_Qf_!h!_!YPP1!m!o!!t~_Q! 
~m~o9iog_gygs~!-io_9Y!!!i2o_if_e!~m!o!_i! 
m~9~-Q~!Q!~_!_E~Q!Y~!~_Qf_!h~_f2!12~iog_~!!!· 
<rest of the Article unchanged) 
11. Article 5: add at the end the following 
new paragraph: 
27. Ar!i~i~~~z: This article is replaced by 
the following: 
'The balance from each financial year, 
calculated in accordance with Article 15 
of Council Regulation <EEC, Euratom, 
ECSC> No 2891/77, shall be entered as 
revenue in the case of a surplus or 
expenditure in the case of a deficit in a 
supplementary or amending budget in the 
second financial year following the 
financial year in question. 
However, if the situation requires, a 
decision may be taken to enter;all or 
part of this balance in advance in a 
supplementary or amending budget in the 
financial year immediately following the 
financial year in question.' 
7. ar!i~l!_~: The last three paragraphs are 
replaced by the following: 
'The readjustment of entries in respect 
of value added tax own resources or, if 
appropriate, of financial contributions, 
which under the second subparagraph of 
Article 10(3) of the Regulation is carried 
out when the first entry is made following 
the final adoption of the supplementary 
or amending budget, shall be entered in 
the accounts for the financial year of the 
supplementary or amending budget in question 
The following paragraphs are not affected 
by the amendment. 
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12. Article 6: replace this article with the 
following text: 
Article 6 
The following rules shall govern the utili-
zation of appropriations: 
1 . 1 n t he case of budget headings where 
there is no distinction between ccmnit-
m:!nt 1uthoriution• and payment apprcpri-
ai:.ions 
(a) 
(b) 
appropriations relatin~ to remunera-
tions and allowances o members and 
staff of the Institutions may not be 
carried over; 
a decision may be taken to carry over 
to the next financial year only the 
portion of the other appropri~tioQs 
still uncommitted.as a~ 31 December; 
(c) appropriations in rese;ct of payments 
still outstanding by vutue of 
carmitments duly entered into before 
31 December shall be carried over 
automatically to the next financial 
year only. 
2 . In the case of budget headings where a 
di~;t'inction is made between ccmnitment 
authorizations and payment appropriatons: · 
<a> commitment authorizations not utilited 
by the end of the financial year shall 
remain available for the next fin-
ancial year only; 
(b) paynent appropriations which have not 
been used at the end of the financial 
year shall be carried over autanati-
cc:u 1 y to the neJtt_ financial year only. 
3. In the case of appropriations whic~ were 
entered in the budget chapter containing •pro-
visional appropriations• and which remain 
available at the end of the financial year: 
<~> OQQ:~iff~r~o!i~!~~ appropriations in 
respect of staff and administrative 
expenditure <Titles 1 and 2>may not be 
carried over; 
(b) appropriations in respect of other 
expenditure may be carried over to the 
next financial year only. 
8. Article 6: Paragraphs 2 to 8 are replaced 
by-the-following: 
'2. In the cue or budaet headinp where a . 
distinction is made between commitment 
appropriations and payment appropriations: 
- 9 -
(a) commitment appropriations not 
committed at \he end or the financial year 
for which they were entered In the budaet 
shall remain available for the followina 
financial year; 
(b) payment ·appropriations which have not 
been used at the end of tbe finaocial year 
for which they were entnd shall be 
canied over automatically to the next 
financial year only. 
3. In the case of appropriations which were 
entered In the budaet chapter containina 
""provisional appropriations" and which 
remain available at ttte end or the financial 
year: . 
(a) appropriations in respec::t or staff and 
administrative expenditure (Titles 1 and 
2) may not be carried over; 
(b) appropriations in respec::t of other expen-
diture may be carried over to the next 
financial year only. 
PE 84.700/fin. 
4. In the case of appropriations on wh~ch 
~-Q~fi~iQo_!Q_f~~rl:Q~~!-m~l_Q~-t~~~o:-the 
Commission shall submit to the budgetary 
authority, not later than 31 March, the 
requests to carry-over appropriations, duly 
substantiated, made by Parliament, the 
Council, the Court of Justice, the Court of 
Auditors and by the Commission itself. 
The Council shall consult Parliament and 
shall decide, acting by qualified majority, 
9n the request to carry-over appropriations 
in respect of eKpenditure necessarily 
resulting from the Treaties or acts adopted 
in accordance therewith. 
Parliament shall consult the Council and 
~ct on the reguests to carry-over approp-
riations in respect of expenditure other 
than that necessarily resulting from the 
Treaties or acts adopted in accordance 
therewith. 
If no decision is taken by the Budgetary 
~uthority within six weeks, the requests to 
~arry-over appropriations shall be deemed 
to have been approved. 
. 
5. Unused revenue and appropriations avai~able 
at 31 December arising fran the specific 
revenue referred to in Article 3(2) shall 
be carried over automatically. · 
Commitments entered in part II of the 
budget shall be carried over to the neXt 
financial year automatically where tne: . 
o~~rations authorized have not been effecped 
by the end of the financ;al year. 
o . uncommitted ·-and- unuit4 _________ _ 
__ a~pro~riations available at the 
(:!n_c~£~ the financi~ year - whether fo~ 
:-:21c current f inanc~al year and not . 
ci:U~rred over or carried over fran the 
L?E.CY~ financial year - shall lapse. 
·- ---- -----· -
7. The .:1ppropriations for the GuiQance 
Section of the European Agricultural 
Gu1dancc and Guarantee Fund and for t.hf::! 
E11mpcan Regional Dcvelopt¥mt Fund may. b9 
used by way of exception to f iftal'lCe , 
projects for which they were not· initii:lliV 
committed, under the conditions laid dpwnj 
in Regulations ~EX:) No 3171/7~1 and 
(EEC) No 2~4/79 respectively. : 
l OJ No L 315, 5.12.1975, p. l 
2 OJ No L 35, 9.2.1979, p. 1 
4. tn the case or the appropriations referred to 
in paraaraphs 1 (b) and 3 (b), the Commis-
sion ahall submit to the budgetary authority, 
not later than I Ftl'lruary, the req~esu to 
carry over appropriadolll, duly substantiated, 
D)lde by Pltliament. tbe Council, the Couf( 
of Jusdoe, the Court of AuditOft 111d the 
ColltllliuiOll itMII. However, requests 
a~.::msn~~ .. m:= 
Apiculblnl Guidance and Ouarantee Fund . 
may be submitted udl Dot later than 
15 MII'Cb. 
In the case of nquntl to carry over appro-
priations ht respect or expenditure necet· 
urily multina from \he Treaties or acts 
adopted in accordance therewith, the Council 
allall C6M\tlt Parlidlent. wbtch ahall deliver 
ill opinion in aood time, i.e. notmally within 
four .,..., of recel¥int the nquett from the 
.council. 
Unlesa the Council, actina by a qualified 
majority, decides othert~ise within six weeks 
of receivina the request, the carryover ()r 
tltose appiOpriations shall be deemed to have 
been approved. · 
I 
In the caae of requests to carry over appro-
pnations in respect of expenditure other than 
that necesurily resulting from the Treaties or 
ac:ts adopted in accordance therewith, Parlia· 
ment shall ac:t within six weeki or receiving 
the request, after consultina the Council, 
•talcll shall deliver its opinion in aood time. 
IC ao dealtioft iJ taken within tbls period, the 
requestt lball be dehled to have been 
approved. 
S. Unused menue and appropriations avail-
able at 31 December arisina from the apecific 
·revemat retemd to in Article 3 (2) aball be 
Cll'ritd ov.- autolllldeally. 
4. ~e appropriatio~ n:fem:cl to in para-
araph I (b) which have not been committed 
by 31 December and ln reapec:t of wh~h 
authorization bas been aiven to c:arry thli!m 
over to the next financial year shall lapsd if 
·they are not committed and paid by the end 
of the 11id financial year. 
7. The appropriationa for the Guidance Section 
of the European Aaricuhural Guidance and 
Ouarantee Fund and for the Euro~an 
Reponal Development Fund tnay be used by 
way or exception to finance projeets for 
which they were not initially conuniued, 
under the conditions laid clown in Reaula· 
dona (BEC) No3171175(') and (BBC) 
No 21U79 (') resp~Ctlvtly. 
- 10 -
(!) OJ No L :us, 5. 12. 1975, p. 1. 
(I) OJ No L 35, 9. 2. 1979, p. l. 
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8. A list of the automatic carry-overs-
shall be forwarded, ccnplete with 
caments, to the bu~ary authority 
before. 31 May. 
ru• exhaustive list by chapter, article 
and Ltern of all ap~riations which have 
h(~-."n car'rled over s 1 also be forwarded 
·t~) :t!~dge_t:ary authOrity before 31 f!iy • 
. 9 . For the purpose of irrplementing the 
budget, the use of appropriations 
carried forward shall be shown separately, 
by article, in the accounts for the ' 
current financial year. 
13. Article 7: replace the 3rd paragraph with 
the following text: 
<subparagraphs 1 and 2 become paragraphs 
1 and 2) 
3. Expenditure relating to rents or certain 
associated expenditure which is payable 
in advance in accordance with er2Yi!i2D! 
h~i9_gg~n_e~-1~~-2!-~2n1!!~1 may give 
rise to payments from 20 becember on-
wards to be charged to the appropriations 
for the next financial year. 
4. The advances intended, within the meaning 
of Articles 96 and 116; to finance the 
expenditure of the Guarantee Section of 
the European Agricultural Guidance and · 
Guarantee Fund, and expenditure on food 
aid, may be paid from 10 December onwards. 
14. Article 8, replace this article with the 
following text: 
1. If the budget is not finally adopted at 
the beginning of the financial year, · 
Article 78b of the OCSC Treaty, Article 
204 of the EEC Treaty and Article 178 of 
the Euratom Treaty shall apply to the 
carrnitment and payment of expenditure 
of a kind already approved in principle 
in the last budget duly adopted. 
An item of expenditure shall be considered 
·· as hav1ng been approved in principle in 
t~1e last budget duly adopted if it could 
ilave been charged to a specific budget 
peadinq under the financial year concerned. 
I 
8. Parliament and the Council ahall be prov· 
idecl, for their information. before 15 April, 
with a liat of the automatic c:arryoven. 
9. For the purpoae of implementina the budaet, 
the use of appropriationa carried forward 
ahall be ahown separately, by article, in the 
accounts for the current financial year.' 
9. Artk/1 1: The third paraaraph ia replaced by the 
followina: 
'Expenditure reladna to renta or certain uao-
ciatcd expenditure which ia ·payable in advance. 
·in accordance with local uaaae may pvc rlae to 
payments from 20 D.ccembcr onwards to be 
cbaraed to the appropriations for the next finan· 
cial year .. 
The advances intended, within the meanina of 
· Articles 96 and 116, to finartce the expenditure 
of the Ouarantee Section of the European Aari· 
cultural Ouidance and Ouarantee Fund. and 
expenditure on food aid, may be paid from 
10 December onwards: 
-----·-
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10. Artlck 8: Thil utide ia repiaced by the 
· 'f'ollowina. 
•1. If the budaet ia not finally adopted at the 
bcainnina of the financial year, Article 78 b of 
' the ECSC Treaty, Artide 204 of the EEC Treaty 
and Article 178 of the Euratom Treaty shall 
apply to commitment and payment of cx.pendi· 
ture of a kind already approved in principle in 
the lut budaet uuly adopted: 
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2a. Commitments may be entered into in 
respect of any chapter: 
- up to one quarter of the total 
appropriations after all transfers 
entered in the relevant chapter for 
the preceding financial year plus 
on~-twelfth for each completed 
month, 
- without exceeding the appropriations 
provided for in the draft budget or, 
in the absence thereof, in the 
preliminary draft budget. 
The provisional detailed commitments 
of the EAGGF Guarantee Section shall 
bP-treated as commitments for the 
purposes of these provisions. 
2b. Payments may be made monthly in 
rP.spect of any chapter: 
-up to one-twelfth of the total 
ap~ropriations after all transfers 
entered in the chapter concerned 
for the preceding financial year, 
··· as long as this measure does not 
have the effect of placing at the 
disposal of the Commission, for any 
month, appropriations in excess of 
one-twelfth of those provided for 
in the draft budget or, in the absence 
thereof, in the preliminary draft 
budget. 
3. The,draft budget referred to in 
parAgraphs 2Ca) and 2(b) above shall 
be the draft in the form in which it 
stand~ at the start of the financial 
year when the provisional twelfth 
arrangements began to be applied. 
4. Where the absence of a budget is 
due to a vote of reject1on by 
·Parl i<3ment, the commitment authoriza-
tions and appropriations sha[ be those 
entered in the rejected draft budget 
or, where appropriate, in'the·new·draft 
budget drawn up following the rejection 
rlecision, before the start of the 
financial year. 
2a. Commitments may be entered into in 
respect of any chapter: 
- up to one quarter of the total 
appropriations entered in the relevant 
chapter for the preceding financial year 
plus one twelfth for each completed 
month; 
-without exceeding the-appropriations 
provided for in the draft budget or, in 
the absence thereof, in the preliminary 
draft budget. 
The provisional global commitments 
referred to in Article 96 of this 
Regulation shall be treated as 
commitments for the purposes of these 
provisions. 
2b. Payments may be made monthly in respect of 
any chapter: 
-up to one twelfth of the total 
appropriations entered in the chapter 
concerned for the preceding financial 
year; 
- as long as this measure does not have 
the effect of placing at the disposal 
of the Commission, for any month, . 
appropriations in excess of one twelfth 
of those provided for in the draft 
budget or, in the absence thereof, in 
the preliminary draft budget. 
3. The 'draft budget' referred to in paragraphs 
2a and 2b shall be the draft in the form 
in which it stands at the start of the 
financial year when the provisional twelfths 
arrangements began to be applied. 
4. Where the absence of a budget is due to the 
rejection of the draft budget by Parliament 
as provided for by Article 78(8) of the 
ECSC Tr.eaty, Article 203(8) of the EEC 
Treaty 1and Article 177(8) of the Euratom 
Treaty, the appropriations referred to in 
the second indent of paragraph 2a and in 
the second indent of paragraph 2b shall be 
those entered in the rejected draft budget 
or, where appropriate, in the new draft 
budget drawn up, following the rejection 
decision, before the start of the financial 
year. 
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5. If the continuity of Community activities 
or administrative needs so require, the 
counc1l, acting by a qualified majority, may 
for compulsory expenditure at the request of 
the--Commission and after consulting Parliament 
a-u-thor.ize S1multaneously two Or more 
provisional twelft~for both commitment 
authorizations and payment appropr1at1ons in 
addition to those automatically made avail-
able under paragraph 2. 
For non-compulsory expenditure the second 
subparagraph of Art. 78 b<2> of the ECSC 
- Treaty, the third paragraph of Art. 204 of 
the EEC Treaty and the third paragraph of 
Art. 178 of the EAEC Treaty shall apply. 
The additional twelfths shall be authorized 
in whole and may not be split. 
For a financial year where this procedure is 
to be applied, the annual amount authorized 
for each chapter as twelfths may not exceed 
the amount in the chapter of the reference 
approved budget or the amount in the 
chapt-er of the draft budget or, in the 
absence thereof, the preliminary draft 
budget, whichever is the lowest. 
6. The decisions referred to in the 
preceding paragraphs shall include the 
requisite measures in respect of resources 
for the purposes of this Article. 
Delete 
Z: The Commission and the Budgetary 
Author1ty shall seek to l1m1t the period 
for wh1ch the system of prov1s1onal twelfths 
is appl1ed and to prevent in all c1rcum-
stances 1ts cont1nuat1on beyond the f1rst 
quarter of the relevant financial year. 
5. At the request of the Commission, the 
Council, acting by a qualified majority, 
may, as dictated by administrative 
requirements and after consulting 
Parliament, authorize the simultaneous 
payment or commitment of two or more 
provisional twelfths in addition to those 
automatically made available under 
paragraphs 2a and 2b. The additional 
twelfths shall be authorized in whole and 
may not be split. 
6. Decisions concerning several provisional 
twelfths and relating to expenditure 
other than that necessarily resulting 
from the Treaties or from acts adopted 
in accordance therewith shall be taken 
in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 78b<2> of the ECSC Treaty, 
Article 204 of the EEC Treaty and the 
third paragraph of Article 178 of the 
Euratom Treaty. 
7. If, for a given chapter, the expenditure 
required to prevent any interruption of 
Community action in the sector concerned 
cannot be met by application of the 
procedures referred to in paragraphs 2 
to 6, appropriations available under the 
twelfths arrangement may, on a proposal 
from the Commission, be transferred 
between chapters. 
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Decisions on the proposal for transfer 
shall be taken in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 78b<2> of 
the ECSC Treaty, Article 204 of the EEC 
Treaty and the third paragraph of Article 
178 of the Euratom Treaty. 
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Delete 
15. Article 9: add the following 
phrase at the end: 
Publication shall, under normal circum-
stance~, take place within one month of 
_t:__h~~inal adoption of the budget. 
16. Article 10: replace paragraph 1 
with the following text: 
1. The budget shall be drawn up in ECUs. 1 
1----
The ECU is the sum of specified amounts 
of the currencies of the Member States 
as· set out in Council Regulation (EEC) 
No-3180/78 of 18 December 1978 changing 
the value of the unit of account used by 
t~!~European Monetary Cooperation Fund. 
17. Article 12(3): add the following 
subparagraph: 
rhe preliminary draft budget shall be 
·p-r-esented in the same form as required 
-ror-ihe-bUage~n Article 16 of this 
·Regulat1on. 
18. Article 12(4): amended as follows: 
4. The preliminary draft budget shall 
be accompanied by working documents 
containing the following information: 
If, however, in the case of transfers 
involving both expenditure necessarily 
resulting from the Treaties or from acts 
adopted in accordance therewith and other 
expenditure, the Council and Parliament 
disagree on the amount to be transferred, 
the smaller of the amounts accepted by one 
of the two institutions shall be deemed to 
have been approved. Where one of the 
institutions rejects the principle of the 
transfer, such tran~fer shall not be made. 
8. Article 92 shall apply in respect of 
research and investment appropriations. 
9. The decisions referred to in the preceding 
paragraphs shall specify the requisite 
measures in respect of resources for the 
purposes of this Article.• 
11. Article 10: this article is replaced by 
the following: 
1. The budget shall be drawn up in ECUs. 
14 
The ECU is the sum of specified amounts of 
the currencies of the Member States as set 
out in Council Regulation· <EEC> No 3180/78 
of 18 December 1978 changing the value of 
the unit of account used ~y 2the European Monetary Cooperation Fund ' • 
Any change in the composition of the ECU 
decided on by the Council in the context 
of the European Monetary System, as provided 
for by Article 2 of Regulation <EEC) 
No 3180/78, shall automatically apply to 
this provision. 
The other paragraphs are not affected by 
the amendment. 
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(a) in respect of staff: 
for each category of staff, a 
detailed list of budgetary posts 
and numbers of persons in post on 
the date of the submission of the 
preliminary draft budget, indica-
ting their distribution by grade 
and administrative unit <or 
principal operational unit for 
the establishments of the Joint 
Research Centre>, 
- where a change in the number of 
persons in post is proposed and 
in particular the creation ollnew 
post§ a statement justifying such 
changls; 
(b) in respect of expenditure including 
commitment authorizations and payment 
appropriations: 
- a table showing all the commitment 
authorizations and the corresponding 
payment appropriations for the 
financial year under consideration, 
and for subsequent financial years; 
(c) in respect of subsidies to the bodies 
set up pursuant to the Treaties or 
acts adopted in accordance therewith, 
and having legal personality an 
estimate of revenue and expenditure 
prefaced by an explanatory statement 
drawn up by the bodies concerned. 
(d) in respect of management of the CAP, 
an annex giving details of the total 
revenue <including own resources) and 
expenditure. 
19. Article 12(5) 
- Delete the third indent proposed 
b; the Commission 
20. Article 12(b) and <7>: amend the 
numbering as follows: 
paragraphs 6 and 7 become Article 12a, 
paragraphs (1) and <2> 
15. Article 12<5>: a third indent is added 
as follows: 
' -the plans referred to in Article 90.' 
16. Article 12<6>: this paragraph is replaced 
by the following: 
'6. The Commission may, on its own initiative or 
if requested by Parliament, the Council, the 
Court of Justice or the Court of Auditors, 
present to the Council a letter of amendment 
to the preliminary draft budget necessitated 
by the receipt of new information which was 
not available at the time the preliminary 
draft was established. 
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21. Article 12(8): replace this 
paragraph with the following text: 
Article 12b 
1. In the event of unavoidable, 
exceptional or unforeseen circum-
stances, the Commission may submit 
preliminary draft supplementary or 
amending budgets. 
Atso, particularly to enable policies to 
be adapted, the Commission may submit 
preliminary draft amending budgets which 
do not alter the total amount of the 
annual budget and to which the corres-
ponding necessary draft Regulations 
would be attached. 
Draft supplementary budget means any pro-
posal which would alter the total amount 
of expenditure or revenue; draft amending 
budget means any other proposed 
modification. 
2. Draft supplementary or amending 
budgets shall be subject to the provisions 
of Article 78 of the ECSC Treaty, Article 
203 of the EEC Treaty and Article 177 of 
the Euratom Treaty. They shall be sub-
mltted, exam1ned, prepared and finally 
adopted in the same form and according to 
the same procedure as the budget whose 
estimates they are amending. They must be 
substantiated by reference to the latter. 
The competent authorities shall discuss 
them in the light of their urgency. 
However, save in very exceptional circum-
stances, the Commission must send such 
letter of amendment to the Council at least 
30 days before the first reading of the 
draft budget by Parliament, and the Council 
must send a letter of.amendment to the draft 
budget to Parliament at least 15 days before 
the said first reading. 
7. If circumstances arise which it could not 
have taken into account when establishing 
the draft budget, the Council may, if neces-
sary, send to Parliament a letter of amendment 
to the said draft; the time limit set in the 
second subparagraph of paragraph 6 shall 
apply. 
8. In the event of unavoidable, exceptional or 
unforeseen circumstances, the Commission may 
submit preliminary draft supplementary and/ 
or amending budgets. 
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Also, particularly to enable policies to be 
adapted, the Commission may submit prelim-
inary draft amending budgets which do not 
alter the total amount of the annual budget 
and to which the corresponding necessary 
draft Regulations would be attached. 
Requests for supplementary or amending 
budgets from Parliament, the Council, the 
Court of Justice or the Court of Auditors 
shall be forwarded by the Commission to the 
budgetary authority. The Commission may 
attach a dissenting opinion. These budgets 
shall be submitted, examined, prepared and 
finally adopted in the same form and 
according to the same procedure as the budget 
whose estimates they are amending. They 
must be substantiated by reference to the 
latter. The competent authorities shall 
discuss them in the light of their urgency. 
All preliminary draft supplementary budgets 
must, as a general rule, be forwarded to the 
Council by the date laid down for the sub-
mission of the preliminary draft budget for 
the following financial year.' 
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3. Requests for supplementary or 
amending budgets from Parliament, the 
Council, the Court of Justice or the 
Court of Auditors shall be forwarded by 
the Commission to the budgetary authority. 
The Commission may attach a dissenting 
opinion. 
4. Where the Commission proposes a 
·prel1minary draft supplementary or amending 
6Udiglet, the Covncil must present a draft 
supplementary or amending budget. 
5. Preliminary draft and draft supplementary 
o_r amending budgets shall be accompanied by 
justifications and information available on 
the implementation of the current budget at 
the time the request is submitted. The 
supplementary or amending budgets shall fix 
the level of budgetary authorization by 
~yating which transfers have been taken into 
account. 
6. All preliminary draft supplementary 
budgets must, as a general rule, be forwarded 
to the Council by the date laid down for the 
submission of the preliminary draft budget for 
the following financial year. 
No supplementary or amending budget may be 
adopted after the financial year in question 
has closed. 
22. Article 13: insert the following new 
paragraph 1a: 
1a. The draft budget shall be established 
on the basis of the preliminary draft budget 
and reasons shall be given for departures 
from the latter and it shall show, in a 
separate column, the allocations of appropria-
tTOn-sproposed in the preliminary draft for 
~ach budgetary item. 
23. Article 14: replace this article with 
~he following text: 
1. lhe budget shall be adopted in accordance 
with Article 78 of the ECSC Treaty, Article 203 
of the EEC Treaty and Article 177 of the 
Euratom Treaty. This decision shall have the 
effect of determining the basis of assessment 
and that rate of VAT allocated to the Community 
budget. 
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2. The final adoption of the budget shall, 
from 1 January of the following financial 
year or from the date of the adoption if it 
is Later than 1 January, bind immediately 
each Member State to make over to the 
cciriimi ssion the payments as specified in the 
te-x-t;;· in force. ' 
24. Article 14: add the following new 
Article 14a: 
Art; cle 14a 
The Commission and the budgetar~ authority 
may aree to bring forward ·cer·ta,n' dates 
10-r·t e adoption and forwarding of the pre-
Liminary draft and draft budgets. This 
agreement may not, however, have the e1fect 
of reducing or delaying the periods allowed 
for consideration of these texts under 
Article 78 of the ECSC Treaty, Article 203 
of the EEC treaty and Article 177 of the 
Euratom Treaty. 
25. Article 15<5>: replace this paragraph 18. 
with the following text: 
5. A statement of revenue and expenditure '5. 
in respect of the Office for Official 
Publications of the European Commun1ties 
and of Community bodies having legal 
personality and receiving funds from the 
general budget shall be attached to the-
Commission section relating to staff and 
admin1strat1ve appropr1at1ons. 
26. Article 16(1) and <2>: replace with 
the following text: 
The budget shall show: 
Article 15(5): the first subparagraph 
is replaced by the following: 
The statement of revenue and expenditure 
in respect of the Office For Official 
Publications of the European Communit:es, 
drawn up in accordance with Article 118(2), 
shall be attached to the Commission 
section. • 
1. In the general statement of revenue: 19. Article 16: paragraph 2 is replaced by 
the following: 
- the basis for assessment and the rate 
orvalue Added Tax (VAT) and the 
estimated revenue of the Communities 
tor the financial year in question, 
divided into titles, chapters, 
articles and items, 
- the revenue for the preceding financial 
year, divided into titles, chapters, 
articles and items, 
- appropriate remarks on each subdivision; 
2. In the two Commission sections and the 
section for each of the other institutions: 
2. in the section for each instit11tion: 
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<a> as regards the statement of revenue: (a) as regards the statement of revenue: 
- the estimated revenue for each 
institution for the financial y,ar 
in question, divided into titles, 
chapters, articles and items, following 
a decimal classification system, 
- the estimated revenue for each institution 
for the financial year in question, 
divided into titles, chapters, articles 
and items, following a decimal classifica-
tion system, 
the revenue entered in the budget for 
the preceding financial year and the 
revenue established for the last 
financial year for which accounts 
have been closed, using the same 
decimal classification, 
the revenue entered in the budget for the 
preceding financial year and the revenue 
established for the last financial year 
for which accounts have been closed, using 
the same decimal classification, 
- appropriate remarks on each revenue heading; 
- appropriate remarks on each revenue 
heading; 
(b) as regards the statement of expenditure: (b) as regards the statement of expenditure: 
<ba) in the case of the various items, 
articles, chapters and titles: 
<ba> in the case of the various items, 
articles, chapters and titles: 
- the commitment authorizations for 
the financial year in question, 
- the commitment authorizations for 
the preced1ng f1nanc1al year, 
-the appropriations made available 
for the financial year in question, 
-the appropriations made available 
for the preceding financial year, 
- the actual expenditure in the Last 
financial year for which the 
accounts have been closed; 
This expenditure shall be determined 
as follows: 
- for the budget headings where the 
distinction between commitment 
authorizations and payment 
appropr1at1ons has not been made: 
- actual payments during the 
financial year against appropriations 
for the financial year and appro-
priations carried over from the 
previous financial year; 
- for the headings where the distinction 
between commitment authorizations and 
payment appropr1ations has been made: 
- in commitments: commitments entered 
into during the financial year 
against authorizations for that 
financial year and against authoriza-
tions remaining from the preceding 
financial year; 
-the appropriations made available 
for the financial year in question, 
these appropriations being the 
commitment appropriations and the 
payment appropriations for the budget 
headings for which this distinction 
has been agreed, 
-the appropriations made available for 
the preceding financial year, 
- the actual expenditure in the last 
financial year for which the accounts 
have been closed; 
This expenditure shall be determined 
as follows: 
- for the budget headings where the 
distinction between commitment 
appropriations and payment appropria-
tions has not been made: 
- actual payments in the last 
financial year for which the 
accounts have been closed plus 
the carryovers to the next 
financial year; 
- 1or the -headings where the dis-
tinction between commitment 
appropriations and payment 
- cii;ropdat fons has been made: 
- in commitments: commitments 
entered into during the financial 
year against appropriations for 
that financial year and against 
appropriations remaining from the 
preceding financial year; 
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- in payments: payments effected 
during the financial year 
against appropriations for that 
financial year and ag~inst 
appropriations carried over 
from the preceding financial year; 
(bb) in the case of the appropriations 
intended for the implementation of 
multiannual activities and con-
sisting of commitment authoriza-
tions and payment appropr1ations: 
in the remarks column, an indica-
tive schedule of the payments 
relating to the financial year 
concerned and subsequent financial 
years; 
(be> appropriate remarks on each 
subdivision. 
These remarks shall indicate: 
- the legal basis if any 
- all such explanations as may be 
necessary as to the nature and 
purpose of the appropriations. 
3. As regards total staff: 
- for each section of the budget, a 
list of posts fixing the numbe·r of 
permanent and temporary posts for 
each grade in each category and in 
each service, 
-a list of posts paid from research 
and investment appropriations, clas-
sified by category and grade, 
distinguishing between permanent and 
non-permanent staff whose employment 
is authorized within the limits of 
the budget appropriations. 
As regards scientific and technical 
staff, the classification may be based 
on groups of grades, in accordance 
with the conditions laid down in each 
budget. The list of posts must 
specify the number of highly qualified 
technical or scientific personnel who 
are accorded special advantages under 
the Staff Regulations applicable to 
these officials. 
- an establishment plan for each 
Community body hav1ng legal 
personality and receiving 
subsidies from the general budget. 
I 
I 
- in payments: payments effected 
during the financial year 
against appropriations for that 
financial year and against 
appropriations carried over from 
the preceding financial year; 
' 
(bb) in the case of the appropriations 
intended for the implementation 
of multiannual activities and con· 
sisting of commitment appropriations 
and payment appropriations: 
in the remarks column, an indicative 
schedule of the payments relating to 
the financial year concerned and 
subsequent financial years; 
(be) appropriate remarks on each 
subdivision; 
3. As regards total staff: 
- for each section of the budget, a list of 
posts fixing the number of posts for each 
grade in each category and in each 
service, 
-a list of posts paid from research and 
investment appropriations, classified by 
category and grade, distinguishing between 
permanent and non-permanent staff whose 
employment is authorized within the limits 
of the budget appropriations. As regards 
scientific and technical staff, the classi-
fication may be based on groups of grades, 
in accordance with the conditions laid down 
in each budget. The list of posts must 
specify the number of highly qualified 
technical or scientific personnel who are 
accorded special advantages under the Staff 
Regulations applicable to these officials, 
-a list of posts of the Official Publications 
Office fixing the number of posts for each 
grade in each category. 
The list of posts shall constitute an 
absolute limit for each institution; no 
appointment may be made in excess of the 
limit set. 
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In cases of half-time work authorized 
by the appointing authority in accordance 
with Article 55a of the Staff Regulations 
of Officials of the European Communities, 
a post in a given grade may serve for the 
assignment of two officials of the same 
grade or of a lower grade. Such assign-
ment shall automatically terminate when 
the authorization expires.' 
The lists of posts referred to in this 
artrc le shall show next to the number 
of-oosts authorized for the f1nanc1al 
yea~-the number authorized for tKe 
E.!:~-~-ed i ng year. 
Paragraph 3 becomes paragraph 4 
27. Article 18<1>: replace this 
paragraph with the following text: 
1. The Commission shall implement the 
budget on its own responsibility in 
accordance with this Financial 
Regulation and within the limits of 
the appropriations allotted. 
28. Article 19: replace with the 
following text: 
Article 19 
Each institution shall appoint a 
financial controller. 
~!.shall be responsible for monitoring: 
- lhe commitment and authorization of 
all expenditure, 
- the establishment and collection of 
all revenue. 
Monitoring shall be carried out by that 
official by means of inspection of the 
files relating to expenditure and revenue 
and, if necessary, on the spot. 
The financial controller may be assisted 
in his duties by one or more assistant 
financial controllers. 
The special rules applicable to such 
officials, which shall be laid down 
within the framework of the imple-
menting measures provided for in 
Article 121 shall be determined in such 
a way as to guarantee the independence 
of their du~ies. The measures taken 
in respect of their appointment and 
promotion, disciplinary action or 
transfers, and various procedures of 
However, in cases of half-time work 
authorized by the appointing authority in 
accordance with Article 55a of the Staff 
Regulations of Officials of the European 
Communities, a post in a given grade may 
serve for the assignment of two officials 
of the same grade or of a lower grade. 
Such assignment shall automatically 
terminate when the authorization expires.' 
Paragraph 3 becomes paragraph 4 
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interruption or termination of 
appointment, shall be subject to 
reasoned decisions to be forwarded, 
for information, to the European 
Parliament, the Council, the Commission 
and the Court of Auditors. 
The persons concerned, and the 
institutions employing them, may 
institute proceedings before the 
Court of Justice. 
29. Article 20: replace with the 
following text: 
In each institution, the collection of 
revenue and the payment of expenditure 
shall be carried out by an accounting 
officer. 
This accounting officer shall be 
appointed by the institution. 
Without prejudice to the system provided 
for in Articles 4 and 5 of Regulation 
<EEC) No 729/70 on the financing of the 
common agricultural policy, and subject 
to the second paragraph of Article 48 on 
payments procedures to Article 49 on 
imprests and to Article 108 on the--
financing of external aid of this Financial 
Regulation, the accounting officer alone is 
empowered to manage funds and assets. He 
shall be responsible for their care. 
fhe accounting officer shall be responsible 
for drawing up the financial statements 
provided for in Articles 73, 74, 75 and 76 
of_ this Regulation. 
He may be assisted in his duties by one or 
more Jssistant accounting officers, 
~ppointed under the same conditions as the 
accounting officer. 
The special rules applicable to the 
accounting officer and to assistant 
accounting officers shall be Laid down in 
implementing measures provided for in 
Article 121. 
30. Article 21: replace the text of 
this article by the following text: 
22. Article 20: this article is 
replaced by the following: 
'In each institution, the collection of 
revenue and the payment of expenditure 
shall be carried out by an accounting 
officer. 
This accounting officer shall be appointed 
by the institution. 
Without prejudice to the system provided for 
in Articles 4 and 5 of Regulation (EEC> 
No 729/70 and subject to the second 
paragraph of Article 48, to Article 49 
and to Article 108 of this Financial 
Regulation, the accounting officer aLone 
is empowered to manage funds and assets. 
He shall be responsible for their care. 
He may be assisted in his duties by one 
or more assistant accounting officers, 
appointed under the sam~ conditions as 
the ·accounting officer. 
The special rules applicable to the 
accounting officer and to assistant 
accounting officers shall be laid down 
in implementing measures provided for 
in Article 121.' 
23. Article 21: this article is replace~ 
by the following: 
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1. Appropriations shall be classified by 
chapter and by article. 
2. The European Parliament, the Council, 
the Court of Justice and the Court of 
At.lci"ltor-s may transfer payment appropria-
t-l"orl-S from one chapter to another and 
from one article to another within their 
own sections of the budget. 
The Court of Justice and the Court of 
-Auci,.-:tOrs· shall inform the Budgetary 
Authority and the Commission three weeks 
~e_f~~_re making such transfers. 
3. The Commission may within its own 
s~5}jons of the budget: 
- transfer appropriations from one 
article to another within each chapter, 
- transfer appropriations from one 
chapter to another within the t1tles 
relating to staff expenditure and 
administrative expenditure. - It 
~hall inform the Budgetary Authority 
three weeks before making such transfers. 
4. lhe Budgetary Authority may enter in 
1 he. b-ucfg-et-· one or more lists of chapters 
oeti:.ic·'''"' which the Commiss1on may make· 
trari-sfer :;-·between chapters during the 
·year-after informing the Budgetary 
~~hority __ jhree weeks in advance. 
5. With regard to payment appraprjatjons 
and commitment authorizations entered in 
~Chapter containing the provisional 
~_ropriations of the budget, transfers to 
t~e budget heading initially intended may 
be made by the Commission upon satisfaction 
of the prior objective condition that gave 
r1se to entry of the said appropriations 
tjndeL.!_~is special chapter. It shall 
inform the Budgetary Authority three weeks 
before-making such transfers. 
1. Appropriations shall be classified by 
chapter and by article. 
2. The Commission may make proposals to 
the budgetary authority, as provided 
in paragraphs 3 and 4, for transfers 
within each budget section. Proposals 
made by the other institutions for 
transfers from one chapter to another 
shall be automatically forwarded to 
the authority; the Commission may 
attach its own opinion to such proposals. 
3. The appropriations which may be trans-
ferred, as provided in paragraph 5, 
shall be as follows: 
(a) within the category of appropria-
tions where no distinction is made 
between commitment appropriations 
and payment appropriations: 
Caa) appropriations for the current 
financial year; 
Cab) appropriations carried over by 
virtue of Article 6<1><c>; 
<b> within the category of appropriations 
where a distinction is made between 
commitment appropriations and 
payment appropriations; 
(ba> commitment appropriations for the 
current financial year; 
Cbb) commitment appropriations rema1n1ng 
available by virtue of Article 
6(2><a> and Article 88<3>; 
(be> payment appropriations carried 
over by virtue of Article 6(2){b). 
4. Appropriations may also be transferred, 
by decision of the budgetary authority 
as provided in paragraph 6, between 
headings where a distinction is made 
between commitment appropriations and 
payment appropriations and headings 
where no such distinction is made. 
5. Transfer decisions shall be taken as 
folLows: 
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<a> the budgetary authority shall take 
decisions, in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in paragraph 6~ 
on: 
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' 5 1 n · 7119199Ufltr n n Iii !Cilfl..,Hi>""' .. ,,. 
8. The· budgetary authority--may ~~~e 
decisions on- ti-anSfers Of"ape,roprhtions :as foLlows: 
(a) In the case of.· pr®DSals · for• il:r.·aJilsiers 
relating to e·xpenditure,.whii:h,,is .com-
pulsory under the terms·, of, the• 'Treat·ies 
or of acts adopted pursuant the·re.to, 
the Council shall,. after ~onsuU·ing- the 
Eur~an Parliament,. act: by .. &•qt~atHied 
majority within six weeks, except rin 
urgent cases. The.' European f?arli'ament 
shat l deliver its ·.Opin.ion-· wi thin,•.SU¢h 
t-1me· as wH t perm1t the· Council· to· be 
apprised of it and to att; within· the 
time· l irnit ir'ldicated. ·.'Where· the .Council 
does not act wi-thin· this: time: l·im:it, the 
pi'\Oposals ·for· tra:ns·fe.rs' s'baH .. be- deemed 
to· be· ·approved. 
(b) In· t:he case of proposals for· transfers 
relating to .. ex.pend-ittt.re· other ·than that 
whfch is- comfiluhory under· tne t-erms of 
the Treaties or of· a-c-ts· adopted ·pursuant 
ttler-eto, t-.he Eur.oJ)ean Pa·rl-'la111ent- shall, 
af.ter consulting 'the Counc•i l, .a:ct· within 
s,i~ week$, except· in u..,gent oe&ses. 
The Council shall deliver i-ts -op~nion 
1r1i thin such a. time. as. wH L- -perm-it' ·the 
European Parliament tobe.·.appr .. i·sed of it 
and to act within· the t·ime. ·h-~mH 
indicated. i~here the European 
Parlian;entdoes not· a.ct wit-hin tfl.is time 
Limit, ·the pr-oposa-ls· for t-raliS'fiers 
shalt be deemed to be.appr.oved. 
<f) Proposals for tran<3fers re·Lati.r.g -to 
ei<pendit!ure which is compulsory uttcfer 
'the ·terms of. t-he T·reatcies or.' of· ac-ts 
adopte~ pursuant•the~eto, and ·ot-her 
expenditure, shalt .. ·be· deemed ·to- be 
approved if neither 't·he Coooci l nor 
the European Parliament has -taken a 
deci'sion ·to the contrary, ~ith·in ·s·ix 
weeks 'of tthe ·date· on· which ·t-he two 
institutions rece-ived the proposals. 
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6. 
- .. 'all·transfers from ooe chapter to 
~ane~ther provided for in paragraph 
tJ(aa>, (ba), and ~blrl), -subj.ect to 
·paragraph 5<bb> and <c>. below; 
-.all tran*fers:from one.arti~le 
· to.:another and' fr.om -one chapter 
!to~another prov;ded.for in 
:-paragrap.l's:3(ab> and 4. 
<b>·the Commission shall take decisions, 
in accordance with·its internal 
, pro4:adure, on: 
(baLall transfers of payment appropria-
tions provided. for in paragraph 
·3,bc> and ~bd) from one article to 
· another and fr.om one chapter to 
-another in its own section; 
·<bb> transfers of· appropriations from 
one ·chapter to another within the 
· titles relating to staff expenditure 
&Ad administrative expenditure in 
its own section. It shall inform 
1:he budget'ary authority two weeks 
· before making such transfers; 
(be) in each section, transfers fro~ one 
.article to another within eatn 
chapter shall be made by the 
Commission, deciding according to 
the urgency of the matter. As 
-regards sections which do not relatf' 
to. the Commission, such transfers 
sha·ll be dee111ed effective if, 
exc.ept in urgent cases, the 
Comrn.i.ssion does not. take a decision 
~ithin six weeks· from the date when 
.the pnoposal was Lodged. 
<c> Parliament and the Council may 
tram;,f.er qppropriations from one 
chapter to another and from one 
a.rticle to another within their 
ow~~ections of the budget. The 
Gomin·ission shall be informed of 
•such transfers. 
In the case of proposals for transfers 
relating- to expe.nditure .nEte:essari ly 
·l"esul t-ing from the T.reat.ies or from 
acts adopted in accordance ther:e~ith,. 
the Council shall, after cons~,Jlting 
Parl·i,ament, act .by. a qua li>f-ied 
ntajor.i:ty. wit•hin six '·w•eks, exc0pt in 
urgent .cases. Parliament shall 
deLi.ver' ·its opinion wi ~hin such time 
as- will .permit t!"le Council to be 
apprised of ~t and to act within the 
time limit indicated. Where the 
Council does not act within this time 
limit, the proposals, for transfers 
shall be deemed to be approved. 
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(d) If, in the case of the proposals 
for transfers referred to in the 
preceding subparagraph, the European 
Parliament and the Council reduce the 
proposal for a transfer by different 
amounts, whichever is the lower of the 
amounts accepted by one of the two 
institutions shall be deemed to be 
approved. Where one of the 
institutions rejects the principle of 
the transfer, such transfer shall not 
be made. 
9. For the purposes of this article the 
two-Commission sections shall be treated as 
a single section. 
10. The appropriations which may be 
transferred shalt be as follows: 
- payment appropriations for the current 
financial year and payment appropr1at1ons 
carried over 
- non-differentiated appropriations for the 
·current financial year and non-differentiated 
~ppropriations carried over. 
11. Payment appropriations may also be 
transferred, by decision of the budget authority 
between headings where a distinction is made 
between commitment appropriations and payment 
appropriations and headings where no such 
distinction is made. 
12. Every proposal for a transfer within a 
chapter or f~om one chapter to another shall 
be subject to the approval of the financial 7. 
controller, who shall attest that the 
appropriations are available. 
ll· Appropriations may be transferred only 
to budget headings for which the budget has 
a''' ~rized appropriations or carried a 
token entry. 8. 
14. This article shall apply to the 
appropriations corresponding to revenue 
earmarked for a specific purpose under 
Article 3<2> only as long as the revenue 9. 
is not used for any other purpose. 
15. Transfers within the titles of the 
budget devoted to the EAGGF Guarantee 
Section appropriations shall be the 
subject of special provis1ons under 10. 
Article 101 of this Regulation. 
. 1.2.. No transfer shall be made between 
Parts I and II of the budget. 
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In the case of proposals for transfers 
relating to expenditure other than that 
necessarily resulting from the Treaties 
or from acts adopted in accordance 
therewith, Parliament shall, after con-
sulting the Council, act within six 
weeks, except in urgent cases. The 
Council shall deliver its Qpinion within 
such a time as will permit Parliament 
to be apprised of it and to act within 
the time limit indicated. Where 
Parliament does not act within this 
time limit, the proposals for transfers 
shall be deemed to be approved. 
Proposals for transfers relating both 
to expenditure necessarily resulting 
from the Treaties or from acts adopted 
in accordance therewith, and to other 
expenditure shall be deemed to be 
approved if neither the Council nor 
Parliament has decided otherwise within 
six weeks of the date on which the two 
institutions received the proposals. 
If, in the case of the proposals for 
transfers referred to in the preceding 
subparagraph, Parliament and the Council 
reduce the proposal for a transfer by 
different amounts, whichever is the 
smaller of the amounts accepted by one 
of the two institutions shall be deem~d 
to be approved. Where one of the 
institutions rejects the principle of 
the transfer, such transfer shall not be 
made. 
Every proposal for a transfer within a 
chapter or from one chapter to another 
shall be subject to the approval of 
the financial controller, who shall 
attest that the appropriations are 
available. 
I 
' I 
J 
'! Appropriations may be transferred only 
to budget headings for which the budget J 
has authorized appropriations or ~ 
carried a token entry. J 
This article shall apply to the appropri-1 
ations corresponding to revenue 
earmarked for a specific purpose under 
Article 3<2> only as long as the revenue 
is not used for any other purpose. 
No transfer shall be made between 
Parts I and II of the budget • 
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31. Article 22<2>: replace the first 
sentence with the following text: 
2. By way of derogation fro. Articles 3 
and 4, the following SUIIIS may be re-u5ed 
on the line on which the initial 
expenditure was entered: 
32. Article 22(2): replace letter g by the 
following text: 
<g> proceeds from the sale of vehicles, 
equipment and installations and also 
apparatus, equipment and materials 
for technical and scientific purposes, 
disposed of when replaced or scra~d. 
33. Article 22(4): delete this paragraph of 
the Financial Regulation. 
34. Article 22: add the following new 
paragraph 6: 
6. Where the beneficiaries of Community aid 
transfer back to the general budget amounts 
made available to them under the 1accelerated' 
payments scheme, such amounts shall be re-
entered on the budget line to which the 
original expenditure was eharged. 
35. Article 23<1>: replace the first 
paragraph with the following text: 
Article 23 
1. All measures which may give rise to or 
modify a debt due to the Communities must 
be preceded by a proposal from the competent 
authorizing officer. Such proposals shall 
he forwarded to the financial controller of 
rhe institution for his approval and to the 
accounting officer for the debt tp be recorded 
·for ·provisional registration. they shall 
mention, in particular, the type of revenue, 
the estimated amount thereof and the budget 
item to which it is to be booked and also the 
name a~d description of the debtor. The 
purpose of the approval of the financial 
controller shall be to establish that: 
36. Article 23<1>: replace the last sub-
paragraph with the following text: 
The superior authority of the institution may, 
by a decision stating the full reasons therefor, 
and on its sole responsibility overrule this 
refusal. This decision shall be final and 
binding; it shall be communicated for 
information to the financial controller. The 
superior authority of each institution shall 
inform the Court of Auditors of all such 
decisions within one month. 
24. 
26 -
A~'itle ?1;2): the first line is 
rer:;t•iifl · tbt fol towing: 
t2. a, WilY of dftGI*tian frOtit 
Artie~•• 3 and 4, th• fotlowing suMs 
114Y bt tt•uHct: • 
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37. Article 24(2): replace the last sub-
paragraph with the following text: 
If approval is withheld, the superior authority 
of the institution may, by a decision stating 
the full reasons therefor, and on its sole 
responsibility, overrule this refusal. This 
decision shall be final and binding; it shall 
be communicated for information to the 
financial controller. The superior authority 
of each institution shall inform the Court of 
Auditors of all such decisions within one month. 
38. Article 26: add the following new second 
paragraph: 
2. The Commission shall inform the budgetary 
authority of any material delay or irregularity 
in making revenue available. 
amend the numbering as follows: 
- the first paragraph becomes paragraph 1. 
- the new paragraph becomes paragraph 2. 
39. Article 28<1>: replace this paragraph with 
the following text: 
1. The contributions provided for in Article 4<6> 
of the Decision of 21 April 1970 for the financing 
of specific supplementary research programmes 
shall be paid over as follows: 
- seven-twelfths of the amount shown in the 
budget not later than 31 January, 
- the remaining five-twelfths not later than 
15 July. 
'2. If the budget is not finally adopted before 
the start of the financial year, the contributions 
prov1,i~d for in paragraph 1 shall be based on the 
amount shown in the draft budget or, if this does 
not exist, in the preliminary draft budget.' 
Paragraph 2 becomes paragraph 3. 
Paragraph 3 becomes paragraph 4. 
28. Article 28: the following 
paragraph 2 is inserted: 
'2. If the budget is not finally adopted 
before the start of the financial 
year, the contribution provided for 
in paragraph 1 shall be based on the 
amount shown in the draft budget, as 
referred to in Article 8<3> and <4> 
of this Regulation or, if this does 
not exist, in the preliminary draft 
budget.' 
Paragraph 2 becomes paragraph 3. 
Paragraph 3 becomes paragraph 4. 
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40. ArticLe 29: reptece this'bi'ticte uith
the fottowing text:
The Comirission shatt, four t'ihes a ycer,
preseht to Partiament and the CtlUniiL a
reoort on the implencntation of the bud-get
and on ,
coverTnTToth rcvenue and Cxiphditure.
This report sha'Lt aL'so give detai Ls,of the
uti l.i:ation of appropriations carried
Torrn'Fd-?F6ffi-E'revious f inancia t years, as
rretl as of any changes brought Sout by the
adoption of supplerntntary or amcnding
budgets.
This report shatl at the safie tine be sent
to the Court of Auditors.
41. Articte 30: reptace this articte vith
the fo[ lotring text:
1. The ltlember Stetes ChaLt Credit the
amounts due to the account bf the Comnission
uith the nationaL treagurieffi
ce with the
foLLorihg proviSions:
(a) the otln resources referred to in
ArticLe 2(a) Cnd (b) of the Decision
of 21 Apri1 1970 (agricutturat levies
and customs dut.iesffiffirred to in Articte
10(4) of Counci t icgutation (EEC,
Euratom, ECSC) No 2891177. both amounts
expressed in nationaI curiency, sha[[
be credlted to thc aboUem€nt{oned
account as they stbndi
(b) the own resourceg'accruing from VAT
referred to ih Articte 4(1) of the
CounciL Decision of 21 Apri[ 1970, the
amounts of rhich are expresEed ih ECU
in the geheral btidEet of the European
Comrnunitles, and; trhcre apirropriate,
the financiat contributions based on
GNP and the adjugtnents to'such con-
tributions ilroVfded for ih AiticLe 10(5)
of Counci t Reg0tqtion (EEc, Erlretom,
ECSC) No 2891i?7 sheLt be conv6fted
at the rate for.the'Ecu'apptl,inE on thefIist working"day fottouing the
fifteenth of thc inbnth preceding thefinal date for ehtry in'the said
account.
,
29. 'Artic[e 29: this articte is
rrTl, a-Ea'.'E-y t he f o t lour i ng :
rThe 
€ommission shatt, four t'iiles a
YQt?r; pretsent to Ptrli.ment and the
CounciI a report on the Connunities'
f inanclaL situation, coveri'ng both
'revuttre and expcnditure. This report
shett atso give detaits of appropria-
tions carried forurard from previous
financlat yeers, as uetl as of anY
changcs brougtrt abq,rt by the adoption
of supptementary or amending budgets.'
Artic[e 30: this articte is replaced
E'tTF'cToTtouins:
The itenber States shaLt credit the
anounts due to the account riferred
to in ArticLe 9(1) of CounciI
Regulation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC)
No 2891 177 in their nationaL currencv
in accordance rith the fol' lowing
provi sions:
(a) the oun resources referred to in
Article 2(a) and (b) of the
Decision of 21 Aprit 1970 and the
betance of VAT resources referred
to in Articte 10(4) of CounciI
ReguLation (EEC, Euratom, ECSC)
No 2891 177, both amounts expressc'tJ
in nationat currency, shaLL be
cnedited to the abovenengioned
aecount'Es they stand;
(b) the own rssources accruirig from vnr
referred to in ArticLe 4(1) of tne
GounciL Decision of 21 APriL 1970,
the amounts of rhich are exPressed
in ECU in thc acnerat budget of the
European Comnunities, and, where
appropr{ate, the financiaL contri-
butions based on GNP and the
adjustrnents to such contributions
.provided for in Articte 10(5) of
Gouncit Regutation (EEC, Euratom,
ECSC) No 2891 177 shaL[ be converted
at the tBte for the ECU aPPtying on
the first vorking daY fol i.oring the
f lfteenth of the montir p'lieceding
that in nhich thty are credited to
the account;
30.
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(c) the financial contributions referred 
to in Article 4<6> of the Decision of 
21 April 1970 (for the financing of 
supplementary research programmes) 
~hall be converted at the rate from the 
ECU applying on the last but one working 
day of the month preceding the final 
d.~!! for entry in the said account. 
(d) all other contributions or additional 
payments referred to in Article 28(3) 
of this Financial Regulation and, in 
particular, interest on accounts 
opened by the Commission with national 
treasuries or equ1valent accounts, 
shall be converted in accordance with 
whichever of the methods laid down at 
(a) to (c) above applies to the case to 
which, depending on their nature, such 
contributions or additional payments 
correspond. 
2. The Commission shall enter the amounts 
credited to the account referred to in 
paragraph 1 in its accounts kept in imple-
mentation of the statement of revenue for 
the general budget of the European 
Communities on the basis of the rate 
for the ECU applying for the month in 
respect of which the entry is made. 
42. Article 34: replace this article 
with the following text: 
~ The purpose of the approval of proposals 
for commitments of expenditure given by the 
financial controller shall be to establish 
that: 
(a) the expenditure has been charged to 
the correct item in the budget; 
Cb) the appropriations are available; 
·". · h~> expenditure is in order and 
co1:·iorms to the relevant provisions, 
in particular of the budget and the 
Regulations, and of all Acts made in 
implementation of the Treaties and 
of the Regulations; 
<d> the principles of sound financial 
management have been applied. 
2. Approval may not be conditional. 
~ The procedures for implementing this 
article shall be determined by the 
implementing measures provided for in 
Article 121. 
(c) the financial contributions referred 
to in Article 4(6) of the Decision of 
21 April 1970 shall be converted at 
the rate for the ECU applying on th~ 
last but one working day of the month 
preceding that in which they are 
credited to the account; 
<d> all other contributions or additional 
payments referred to in Article 28<3> 
of this Financial Regulation shall be 
converted in accordance with whichever 
of the methods laid down at <a> to <c> 
above applies to the case to which, 
depending on their nature, such con-
tributions or additional payments 
correspond. 
2. The Commission shall enter the amounts 
credited to the account referred to in 
paragraph 1 in its accounts kept in 
implementation of the statement of revenu~ 
for the general budget of the European 
Communities on the basis of the rate for 
the ECU applying for the month in which 
they are credited. 
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43. Article 35: replace tht la't subparagraph 
with the following text; 
Except where the avail~Qility of the appropria-
tions is in doubt, the said superior authority 
may 1 by a decision stating the full reasons 
therefor, taken on its sole responsibility, 
overrule such a refusal. This decision shall 
be tinal and binding; it shall bt coMmunicated 
for information to the financial cont~oller. 
The superior authority of each institution 
shal.l inform the Court of Auditors of all such 
decisions within one month. 
44. Article 40: replace the third indent 
with the following text: 
- thP amount to be paid <in figures and words>, 
expressed in national currency ·or ECU. 
45. Article 49: the text of the last indent 
but one to read as follows: 
- the maximum time within which supporting 
dtJcuments must be produced, 
46. Insert the following new Article 49a: 
1. Within each institution the following 
-shaLCbe" establ1shed: · 
(a) a table of posts 
(b) ~~!._?~~~~_ization chart with a diagram of 
~he organization of the departments, 
2. The list of posts shall constitute an 
absolute -r1mit for each institution both 
a-s--ti)1:he-total number of appointments 
-an:rr~6r -e_ach grade. 
47. Amend as follows the heading of Section I 
of T.tle IV (after Article 49a) 
CON•RACTS fOR THf SUPPLY OF GOOOS AND 
SERVrCES; CONTRACTS FOR PURCHASE1 LEASE 
AND HIRE 
48. '\rt i ne 50: replace the first paragraph 
~ith the following text: 
1. •.onn.::;.:ts for the purchase or hiring of 
buildings or goods, for the provision of 
services or for the performance of con-
structio~ work shall be in writing. 
Apart from contracts relating to the rental 
of buildir·g::.,. all such contracts shall be 
concluded 1ollowing an. automatic public 
tendPring or discretionary tendering 
procedur-e. 
33. Article 40: the third indent is 
rep{•ced by the following: 
-~~-th.:amount to be paid (in figures 
- ·•nd~words>, expretsed in national 
:. ~ ~~!'ney o" ecu.' -
'tl',. 
35. Article 50: paragraph 1 is replaced 
by the following: 
'1. Contracts for the purchase or hiring 
of buildings or goods, for the provision 
of ser-vices or for the performance of 
const~uction work shall be in writing. 
Apart fro• contracts relating to 
buildings, all such contracts shall 
be concluded following an automatic 
tendering or discretionary tendering-
procedure. 
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However, contracts may be made by private 
treaty in the circumstances referred to 
in Article 52. 
Contracts may be made against invoice or 
bill of costs in the cases provided for 
in Article 57. 
48a. Article 63: add the following 
paragraph: 
Nevertheless, when assets, commitments, 
debts or proposals for revenue are 1n 
national currency, the account1n system 
should allow t em where necessary to e 
recorded in the national currency as, well 
as in ECU. 
49. Article 64: replace this article with 
the following text: 
The chart of accounts shall make a clear 
distinct1on between budgetary accounts and 
~ash accounts. It shall comprise two parts: 
(a) the balance sheet accounts, which 
disclose the assets of the institutions, 
<b) accounts of budgetary expenditure and 
revenue, which show the detailed imple-
mentation of the budget. 
The detailed conditions for the drawing up and 
operation of the chart of accounts shall be 
determined by the implementing measures,laid 
down in Article 121, for transactions relating 
both to assets and to the implementation of 
:the budget. 
These accounts shall make it possible to draw 
up an annual balance of assets and a monthly 
statement of revenue and expendlture by 
chapter and article. 
Th~~~ statements shall be forwarded to the 
T·rnanc1al controller, the authorizing officer, 
and the Court of Auditors. 
<Consequently, delete Article 66 of the 
Financial Regulation.) 
50. Article 70: amend the numbering of 
paragraphs as follows: 
the third and fourth subparagraphs of 
paragraph 3 become paragraph 4; paragraph 4 
becomes paragraph 5. 
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However, contracts may be made by private 
treaty in the circumstances referred to 
in Article 52. 
Contracts may be made against invoice or 
bill of costs in the cases provided for 
in Article 57. 
43. Article 64, second paragraph: this 
paragraph is replaced by the following: 
'These entries shall make it possible 
to draw up a general monthly balance 
and a statement by chapter and 
article, of budgetary revenue and 
expenditure, which shall be forwarded 
to the financial controller and the 
authorizing officer.' 
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51. Article 73: r.epl.ace tn, first 
paragraph with the follo"'i·n~ tei.Ct.: 
The Commission shall draw up, I')Ot Later 
than 1 June of the followi~t y,.r, a 
consolidated revenue aDd e¥ptndi~ur~ 
-acco-untofthe generaL· b~•t of the · 
European Communities for~e financial 
year ended 31 December in accord~ce 
~j_t~!._ the Annelt to tt:d·p flesuh·tion. 
Thf' (.onsolidated revenue and expe.nditure 
a"ccuunt s~all include: 
Throughout the article replace the words 
'commitment appropriations' \with the 
words 'commitment authorizations'. 
52. Article 74: replace with the following 
text: 
Each institution shall, not later than 
1 March forward to the Commission t~e 
infor~ation required.for drawing up-the 
revenue and expenditure account and the 
ba I .lnce sheet, togeth•l" with a con-
trlbution to the analysis of the 
financial management referred to in 
Article 75. 
53. Article 76: replace with the following 
text: 
1. The Commission shall draw up not later 
than·-·r:rune a consolidated ba(ance sheet. 
?._ u, is dDcument shall be submitted to the 
finan·:Taf ·-c-o-ntroller. 
---- ~- ------~-----
Dele~e the last sentence of Article 67 
S4. llrt·ic~e 77: amend as follows: • 
1he tommiss1on shall forward the revenue 
and npend iture account, th~ financial 
analysis and the balance sheet to the 
European Parliament, the ~o~ncil and.the 
Court of Auditors by~~ at the latest. 
... 'I"' '• ' 
4S. Article 73<1>, <Z>, (3) and <4>: 
thes' paragraphs are replaced by the 
fo l.towi·ng: 
'The Commission shall draw up, not 
later than 15 Ap-ril of the followinq 
year, a revenue and expenditure 
account for tne Communities, which 
shall :include the following documents 
classi.fied in accordance with the 
budget nomenclature: 
Rest of text not affected by 
amendment except for terms 'appropri~­
tions' and 'authorizations'. 
46. Article 74: thh article is replaced 
by the following: 
'Each.institution shall, not later 
than 1 March, forward to the 
Commission the information required 
for drawing up the revenue and 
expenditure account and the balance 
sheet, together with a contribution 
to the analysis of the financial 
management referred t9 in Article 75, 
after submitting them to its 
financial controller.' 
47. Article 76: this article is replaced 
by the following: 
'1. The Commission shall draw up, 
w~thin the ti•e limit provided for 
in Article 73, a balance sheet of 
assets and liabilities of the 
communities as at 31 December of 
the preceding financial year. A 
state.ent, showing the movements 
arid balances of the accounts, drawn 
u~ on the same date, shall be 
attached thereto. 
2. Tfiese documents shall be submitted 
to the financial controller.' 
48. Article 77: this article is replaced 
by the lollowing: 
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'The Commission shall forward the 
revenue and expenditure account, the 
financial analysis and the balance 
sheet to Parliament, the Council and 
the Court of Auditors by 15 April at 
the latest.' 
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55. Article 78: replace with the following 
text: 
1. 'The Court of Auditors and its members may, 
in carrying out the task of the Court, be 
assisted by officers of the Co~rt. 
The Court itself or one of its members shall 
notify the authorities with which the 
delegated officer is to work of the tasks 
delegated to him.' 
2. The Parliament, the Council'and the 
Commission shall inform the Court of Auditors, 
as soon as possible, of all decisions and 
measures taken in implementation of Articles 
3<2>, 6<8> and 8, 14<1> and 21. 
3. The Court of Auditors shall be informed 
of the appointment of authorizing officers, 
financial controllers, accounting officers 
and administrators of advance funds, and of 
the Acts of delegation or nominations made in 
accordance with Articles 18, 19, 20 and 49. 
<delete Article 105 of Financial Regulation> 
56. Article 80: replace the first sentence 
by the following: 
Change not affecting English text. 
57. Article 80: add the following new sub-
paragraph at the end: 
Each institution may authorize the Court of 
Auditors at its request to have recourse to 
outside information. 
58. Article 82: delete the words 'the 
revenue ~nd expenditure account' in the 
penultimate line of the first paragraph. 
59. Article 82: last paragraph: replace with 
the following text: 
The granting of Community funds to beneficiaries 
outside the institutions shall be subject to the 
agreement in writing by the recipients to an 
audit being carried out by the Court of Auditors 
on the utilization of the amoun~s granted. 
60. Article 83: replace this article with the 
following text: 
The annual report of the Court of Auditors 
provided for in Art. 78 of the ECSC Treaty, 
Art. 206a of the EEC Treaty and Art. 180a of 
the Euratom Treaty shall be governed by the 
following provisions: 
49. Article 78: this article is replaced 
by the following: 
'The Court of Auditors and its members 
may, in carrying out the task of the 
Court, be assisted by officers of the 
Court. 
The Court itself or one of its members 
shall notify the authorities with 
which the delegated officer is to work 
of the tasks delegated to him.' 
Csee present text of Article 105 of 
Financial Regulation> 
52. Article 83: this article is replaced 
by the following: 
'1. The Court of Auditors shall, by 
15 July at the latest, adopt the 
report provided for in Article 78f(4) 
of the ECSC Treaty, Article 206aC4) 
of the EEC Treaty and Article 180aC4> 
of the Euratom Treaty. It shall 
transmit the report without delay to 
the institutions of the Communities. 
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HlJ! t8mrni:;~i8n 1 ~ arsas~~s aarsijF9Bh ~ 
becomes paragraph 6. 
63. Article 84 of the Financial Regulation, 
now Article 85: replace this article with the 
following text: 
The Court of Auditors may also, at any time, 
submit observations on specific questions 
and deliver opinions at the request of one of 
the institutions of the Communities. 
It shall transmit any observations made < ••. > 
to the institutions or body concerned. 
The institution concerned shall have two and a 
half months in which to forward to the Court 
of Auditors any comments it wishes to make on 
the observations in question. 
Should the Court of Auditors decide to have 
such observatjons or opinions published in 
the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, it shall include after them 
any comments submitted pursuant to the 
previous paragraph. 
64. TITLE VII 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE.TO RESEARCH 
AND INVESTMENT PROGRAMMES 
replace the text of this title with the following 
text: 
Article 86 
The orovisions of thjs tjtle shall apply. by 
way of derogation from the provisions of this 
Regylation, to commitment authorizations and 
payment appropriations for research programmes. 
in particular those adopted by the council 
pursuant to Article 7 of the EAEC Treaty and 
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty. 
Article 87 
1. Analytical expenditure 
.J!ra~!L.!:!,R_in respect of the 
research programmes by the 
the Joint Research Centre. 
accounts shall be 
imolementatjon of 
establishment of 
These accounts 
~B"~~~F; th~ 8sEum~nl~ r~l~~iH9 ~, 
transactions not finally closed 
shall be kept for longer than the 
said period until the end of the 
year following the year in which 
such transactions are finally 
closed.' 
53. Article 84: this article is replaced 
by the following: 
'The Court of Auditors may, at any 
time, submit observations on 
specific questions and deliver 
opinions at the request of one of 
the institutions of the Communities. 
It shall transmit any observations 
made or opinions given pursuant to 
the preceding paragraph to Parliament, 
the Council, the Commission and, where 
appropriate, to the institution or 
body concerned. 
The Commission and, where appropriate, 
the institution concerned shall have 
six weeks in which to forward to the 
Court of Auditors, and to Parliament 
and the Council, any comments they wish 
to ••ke on the observations or opinion~ 
in question. 
Should the Court of Auditors decide to 
have such observations or opinions 
published in the Official Journal of 
the European Communities, it shall 
include after them any comments sub-
mitted pursuant to the previous 
paragraph.' 
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~--These accounts sh~ll show,the conformity _betw~en the budset aftd.tht cott .of tht main 
instruments of implementation.such at: 
-- . 
- staff expenditur.e 
.- general services and operating expenditure 
~jentific and technical lftyices tn9-major 
installation• 
I ~ direct scientific expendityre 
3. The detailed rocedures fr drawinl!up 
these analrtiCtlccguniJ fhi;L .i2f .• i;i mined 
by the implementing vaiures. prpy.id!d for in 
Article 121. 
Article 88 
The commHment authoriutions. in respect of 
research and investment activities shill 
remain in force until ther are ctncilfid 
via the budgetary procedure. 
Article 89 
Delete the ComMission text of Articles 88 to 
94 and the texts of Articles 86 and 87 of the 
existing Financial Regulation. 
Delete 
Delete 
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55. Article 88: this article is replaced by tfie following: 
'1. An overall allocation covering 
several years (hereinafter called 
•tranche'> shall be made for each 
typt of action project referred 
to in Article 87 corresponding to 
a research and investment objective 
defined by the Council in the 
programme decisions or corresponding 
decisions. 
In budgetary terms, the tranche 
shalt be the total allocation 
p~ov1ded in the budget for each 
research and investment objective, 
taking into account any financial 
resvves, exc·ept where the 
objective as defined by the Council 
in the programme decisions or 
correspondi'hg decisions comprises 
several specific stages, each 
forming a self-contained whole. 
2. The figures given in programme 
decisions or corresponding 
decisions shall be merely 
indicative. 
3. Amounts authorized annually in the 
budget to cover research and 
invtstment expenditure shall 
cOII#)rfse e0111111itment appropriations 
ind payment appropriations. 
4. The commitment appropriations 
within each tranche are intended 
to enable the Commi$sion to meet 
ILl tht Ltgll obl1u•tion• w~t~h 
it may contract. 
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Delete 
Delete 
Delete 
They constitute the upper Limi1 ot 
expenditure to which the 
Commission may commit itself dur1ng 
the financial year in question for 
the implementation of the operatin11s 
to which the expenditure relates. 
However, with regard to additional 
revenue as specified in the first 
subparagraph of Article 3<2), 
additional appropriations may be 
made available corresponding to 
the amounts provided for in agree-
ments and contracts with third 
parties. These appropriations 
shall be made available under the 
relevant budget heading. 
Notwithstanding Article 6(2)(a), the 
commitment appropriations shall 
remain valid until cancelled und~r 
the budgetary procedure. 
5. The payment appropriations 
represent the upper limit of 
expenditure which may be paid or 
authorized for payment during each 
financial year to cover commitments 
entered into during the current 
year or earlier financial years. 
However, with regard to additional 
revenue as specified in the first 
subparagraph of Article 3<2>, 
additional appropriations may be 
made available corresponding to 
the additional amounts actually 
received under agreements or con-
tracts with third parties. These 
appropriations shall be made 
available under the relevant budget 
heading. 
Payment appropriations not used by 
the end of the financial year for 
which they were entered shall be 
carried over automatically in 
accordance with Article 6<2><b>, 
without prejudice to Article 6C5).' 
56. Article 90(2): a fourth indent is 
added at (b) as follows: 
'-the major installations;' 
57. Article 91<2>: the second subparagrapl 
is replaced by the following: 
37 -
'The charges to the appropriation 
accounts shall not exceed the amount 
of the appropriations entered in the 
articles and items in Part I of the 
financial plans referred to in 
Article 90<2><a>.' 
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Delete 
Delete 
., 
Delete 
Delete 
Delete 
58. Article 91<3>: the fourth subparagraph 
is replaced by the following: 
'The charges booked to research and 
inves:tment objectives and other 
activities in Part I of the financidl 
plan 5hall be allocated monthly in 
the budget to the articles and itt>rn~, 
in the special chapter provided for 
in Article 87.' 
59. Article 92: a paragraph 3 is added 
as fol;lows: 
'3. The general provisions relating to 
provisional twelfths set out in 
Article 8(3), <4>, <S>, (6), (7) 
and (9) shall apply to research 
apf>ropriations.' 
60. Articl'e 94: this article is replaced 
by the following: 
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'1. For the purposes of applying 
Article 21, the items of the 
chapter provided for in Article B7 
shall be treated as chapters. 
2. Notwithstanding Article 21<2>, the 
Commission may, within the limits 
and subject to the conditions fixed 
at the final adoption of the budget, 
transfer appropriations from one 
article to another and from one 
item to another within the special 
chapter referred to in Article Rl, 
the said articles and items being 
specified, provided that such 
transfers relate to direct action 
projects and do not include action 
projects financed according to a 
special budgetary scale. 
3. Notwithstanding Article 52(a), a 
contract for scientific and terhnical 
supplied and for works may be made 
by private treaty where the amount 
does not exceed 45,000 ECU without 
prejudice to those cases where 
private treaties are allowed under 
Article 52Cb), Cc> and (d) and 
subject to the general obligation 
to invite competitive tenders, as 
far as possible and by all suitable 
.means, from those capable of supply-
ing the goods and services required 
by the contract. 
4. Notwithstanding Article 54, tne 
following shall be submitted, before 
the decision of the authorizing 
officer, for the opinion of an 
Advisory Committee on procurements 
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65. TITLE VIII: replace the heading with 
the following text: 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO THE EUROPEAN 
AGRICULTURAL GUIDANCE AND GUARANTEE FUND 
66. Title VIII: replace the terms 
'provisional global commitments' in the 
existing Financial Regulation with the 
term 'provisionel detailed commitments' 
ol. Article 95: replace this article with 
the following text: 
This title shall apply to the operations of the 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund, Guarantee Section, in accordance with 
Regulation CEEC) No 729/70 of 21 April 1970. 
In accordance with Article 4<2> of this 
Regulation, the commission shall place ·tne 
necessary appropriations for these operations 
at the disposal of the Member States. 
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and contracts, whose composition and 
functioning shall be determined by 
the implementing measures provided 
for in Article 121: 
Ca> contracts of a scientific or 
technical nature, for sums 
·,xceeding 200,000 ECU, and the 
acquisition of immovable 
property; 
Cb) contracts for supplies and equip-
ment of a nature other than 
·scientific or technical, for 
sums exceeding 45,000 ECU; 
Cc> contracts for supplies and 
equipment of a nature other 
than scientific or technical 
for sums exceeding 15,000 ECU, 
to which points <c>, (d) and 
(e) of Article 52 apply. 
~Notwithstanding the provisions of 
the·first paragraph of Article 60, 
scientific and technical equipment 
may be sold, without first being 
advertised, following a decision 
taken by the authorizing officer 
after he has consulted the Advisory 
Committee on procurements and 
contracts.• 
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~£ial o~erations which the Commission 
~~~~~~ d rectly, shall be ieple11nted irL 
accordance with the rules ltid down in Tit!~ 
fJ_l~~-f this ReQulation. 
68. Article 96: add the .following new 
paragraph at the end: · 
f~ment of the advances shall be made withjn 
the limits of the amounts to be committed. 
T~~--~J?.propriations made avti lable for 
advances shall be to cover exclusi~­
.e~p~n:t:!i_!~~ .~.!li~JLh.as given rise to payment_ 
!n ~he -~~m~~r States betweeo 1 January and 
n_ December of the financial year in 
question. No expenditure may be made by 
the Member States to the account of the 
D\GGF, Guarantee Section, in excess of this (friii t. . 
69. Article 97<1>: replace the 2nd sub-
paragraph with the following text: 
Subject to Article 98(1), the commitment 
shall be entered into within two months 
following receipt of the statements forwarded 
by the Member States and the cha~ging as a 
payment shall, in general, be carried out 
within the same period. 
70. Article 99: replace this article with 
the following text: 
_1._ ~ot_1~ter than 28 February the Member States 
shall a~_s_o __ ~~-r1~L!.9...1!l!._Commission, together with 
_the_n~s._m_ary documentation, summary annual 
_<~cc.ou_n_~s_..f.or the financial year ended, amending 
where __ n_~~_e_ssary the monthly accounts for the 
.~!Ps>se .Q.f __ clearance of the accqunts as 
provided fpr in Article 5(2) of Regylation 
.CEEC) No 729/70. 
Th~~bject of clearance of the accounts shall 
E~-~ __ (U ___ !.Q_ determine the amount of 
expenditure effected in each Member State 
-~·r.f·'"!9 ___ !}iiJii1an~i-~~!!: in guestiqn tnd 
acknowledged C!~. -~~i_IJ.9.....!Q the accouot of ..the 
~~GGF, __ Guaran~~_e __ Section, and (ii) to 
~ter~Jne the ~mount of the ~~~ds remaining 
.. [~!..i..l:.!ble j_n the Member States~ If the 
~_£counts of ~_pa:rj_ng_!g!.nf~ depart.I!I.~.D_t .. 
-~~~~- no! __ rea£_hed __ _!he Commission by 31 March, 
the Commission may clear the accounts of that 
:~~pcy-of~department solely on the basis 
61. Articles 98, 99, 100 and 101: these 
articles are replaced by the following: 
Article 98 
not affected by the amendment 
Article 99 
'1. Any difference which may exist between 
the total expenditure charged to the 
accounts for a financial year pursuant 
to Articles 97 and 98 and the total 
expenditure esteblished by the 
Commission when clearing the accounts 
as provided for in Article S<2>Cb) of 
.Regulation <EEC> No 729/70 shall be 
charged, under a single article, as 
over- or under-expenditure to the 
financial year in which the accounts 
are cleared. 
2. For the purposes of paragraph 1, the 
adjustments referred to in 
Article 98C2) shall be deemed to 
have been charged to the accounts 
of the original financial year.' 
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of the financial statements referred to jn 
Article 5(1)Ca) of Regulation <EEC) 
No_729/70 as described by implementing 
measures adopted in application of Article 
5(3) of the said Regulation. 
2. On the basis of the abovementioned 
accounts or statements and of the findings 
of audits of docyments and on the spot 
under the terms of Art;cle 9 of Regulation 
<EEC) No 729/70, the Commission, after 
~nsulting the Fund Committee referred to 
in Article 13 of the Regulation, shall clear 
the accounts before the end of the year 
following the financial year in question. 
3. The Commission shall forward the draft 
clearance decisions to the Member States 
wh1ch--shall have two months in which to 
formulate their observations. The 
Cop~jssion shall publish the clearance 
decisions together with any relevant 
observations by Member States. 
~: Any difference which may exist between 
the total expenditure charged to the 
accounts for a financial year pursuant to 
Articles 97 and 98 and the total expenditure 
established by the Commission when clearing 
the accounts as provided for in Article 5<2> 
<b> of Regulation <EEC) No 729/70 shall be 
charged, under a single article, as over-
or under-expenditure to the financial year 
in which the accounts are cleared. 
71. Article 101: replace this article with 
the following text: 
1. Appropriations made available in one 
chapter of expenditure may not be allocated 
to another chapter of expenditure. 
_?_~ __ ___!_!.An_~ fers provided for under Art. 21 of 
this regulatjon may 1 in the case of appropri-
ations in the Guarantee Section Qf the 
..[~GGF, __ be _m~de _up____!Q__~1__March of the following 
.Y.~.~ 
3. The procedure referred to in paragraph 2 
shall also apply to transfers between the 
EAGGF Guarantee chapters and the food aid 
chapterr insofar as such transfers are made 
necessary by changes, in relation _to the 
appro~riations authorized, in the parts of 
the expenditure char"'geable to the. respective 
chapters. 
Article 100 not affected by the 
amendment 
Article 101 
'1. Appropriations made available in one 
chapter of expenditure may not be 
allocated to another· chapter of 
expenditure. 
2. Transfers from one chapter to another 
and transfers within a chapter shall be 
Made by decision of the Commission in 
accordance with the procedure provided 
for in Article 13 of Regulation <EEC> 
No 729/70, which must be completed not 
later than 28 February. 
3. The procedure referred to in paragraph 2 
shall also apply to transfers between the 
EAGGF Guarantee chapters and the food 
- 41 
aid chapter, insofar as such transfers 
are made necessary by changes, in 
relation to the appropriations authorizedr 
in the parts of the expenditure chargeable 
to the respective chapters. 
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C4. delete> 4. The Co.mission shall inform the budgetary 
authority of such transfers immediately.' 
72. Article 101a: insert the following 64. Article 108 becomes Article 123 and is 
new Article 101a and detete in Article 123<1> the a.,nded as follows: 
same text proposed by the Co-mission: 
1. Appropriations for the Guidance Section of 
the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund entered in the budget for the financial 
year 1976 and in the budgets of previous 
financial years shall be carried over under 
the follo~ing conditions: 
<a> where they relate to ,.yment re .. ining due 
under-commitments, they shall be carried 
over automatically for a period of five 
years'reckoned from 31 Dece~r of the 
financial year during which they were 
committed; 
<b> upon expiry of that period, the Commission 
may submit to the Council and forward to 
Parliament, by 1 February, the lists of 
appropriations remaining committed, for 
which a duly substantiated request for 
carryover is being made. The decision 
shall be taken in accordance with the 
second subparagraph of Article·6<3>. 
73. Article 102: replace this artiele 
with the following text: 
1. Subject to express derogation, the 
provisions of titles l to VI and XI shall 
a-pply to torelgn aid financed frOift tbe 
Community budget, insofar as they are not 
incompatible with the express pP'ovf.s~Ons 
__ Qf this title. 
~ The appropriations assigned by the 
Community-to.\ts develop-.nt cooptration 
policy shall be used eith~ under global 
cooperation agreements o'f a contra~tual 
nature or as aid granted unilaterally. 
'1. Appropriations for the Guidance 
Stction of the European Agr;cultural 
Guidance and Gutrantee Fund entered 
in the budget for the financial year 
1976 and in the. budgets of previous 
financial years shall be carried 
over under the following conditions: 
(b) 
where they relate to payments 
remaining due under commitments, 
they s~all be carried over 
automatically for a period of 
five years rtckoned from 
31 December of the financial year 
during which they were committed; 
upon expiry of that period, the 
Commission may submit to the 
Council and forward to Parliament, 
by 1 February, the lists of 
appropriations remaining committe4 
for which a duly substantiated 
request for carryover is being 
made. The decision shall be 
taken in accordance with the 
second subparagraph of Article 
6(3). 
2. not affected by the amendment at 
this point but deleted under point 
86 concerning Article 106 of the 
Financial Regulation, which becomes 
Article 121. 
62. Title IX: this title is replaced by 
the following: 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO 
EXTERNAL AID 
Article 102 
'1. The appropriations assigned by 
the Community to its development 
cooperation policy shall beusedeither 
under global cooperation agreement 
of a contractual nature or as aid 
granted unilaterally. 
2. These appropriations may be earmarked 
for grants, special loans, risk 
capital, or interest rate subsidies, 
and shall be paid out by the 
Commission, which may confer on the 
European Investment Bank general 
authority on behalf of the Community 
to administer a part thereof. 
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3. These appropriations may b~ earmarked 
Tor grants, special loans, risk capital, or 
interest rate subsidies, and shall be paid 
out by the Commission, which may confer on 
the European Investment Bank authority on 
behalf of the Community to administer a part 
thereof. 
This provision shall not prejudice audit powers 
of the Court of Auditors under Article 206a 
of the Treaty. 
4. The appropriations paid out by the 
C"ommission shall be used in accordance with 
the following provisions. ' 
5. The amount of special loans·and risk 
capital granted shall be ihown fn the 
balance sheet provided for in Article 76. 
74. Article 103: insert the following new 
paragraph 2 in the Commission's text; old 
paragraph 2 becomes paragraph 3. 
2. The financing agreement shall determine 
the financial comm1tment of the Community 
1or the measure concerned. No 1tem of 
expenditure in excess of th1s amount may 
be charged to the budget without an 
additional commitment in accordance with 
the terms of Article 105. 
(paragraph 2 becomes 3> 
75. Article 105: add the following new 
paragraph 4 to the Commission's text: 
4. Additional commitments to cov•r any 
·exceeding ~f the allocation for a project, 
shall be made: 
- .. <>re the commitment fixed by a 
Tlnancing decision in accordance with 
special adoption procedures has been 
~xceeded by more than 151, 
- where the initial commitment fixed by a 
financing decision of the chief 
authorizing officer has been exceeded 
by 151 or less. 
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3. The appropriations paid out by 
the Commission shall be used in 
accordance with the following 
provisions.• 
Article 103 
1 1. A financing agreement shall be drawn 
up.between the Commission, acting for 
the Community, and the government or 
the competent authority of the 
recipient State in respect of any 
investment project on which the 
Commission takes a financing decision. 
2. In addition, a loan contract shall be 
drawn up between the Commission, 
acting for the Community, and the 
borrower in re~pect of any investment 
project financed by a special loan.' 
Article 104 
not affected by the amendment 
Artie le 105 
paragraphs 1 to 3 not affected by the 
amendment 
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76. Article 1~6: replace paragraphs 3 and 4 
of the Commission's text with the following: 
3. He shall transmit to the COMmission for 
agreement .the results of the exaainations of 
the tendering procedure and a proposal for 
the award of tne contract. He shall sign 
contracts and riders thereto and estimates 
and notify the Commission thereof. For 
contracts,· riders thereto and esti•ates;-
the Commissi'on shaH enter into in8ividual 
commitments in accordance with tht 
procedures• laid down ~n Art1 c les 32 to 
35. Individual co-.itments shall be set 
against the commitments under the fi~ing 
agreements• provided for in Article 1o3c2>. 
4. The national authorizing officer shall 
clear and authorize expenditure against 
appropriations committed by the Commission. 
He shall remain financially liable to the 
Commission until the Commission clears the 
operat1ons for the execution of. which he is 
·responsible. 
77. Article 107: replace paragraph 4 of the 
Commission's proposal with the following 
text: 
4. During the course of the project the 
delegate shall verify, on the basis of 
documents and on the s~t that the work 
or services co~ply wit their descrietion 
in the financing agreements, contracts or 
estimates. 
For these purposes he shall approve all 
payment authorizations issued by the 
national authorizing officer. This 
approval shall not constitute clearance 
by the Commission within the terms of 
Article 108<7> 1 and shall not discharge th~- n_ational authorizioa offjcer fcgm hjs 
liability under Article 106(4). The 
delegate shall be bound to comply with 
this Financial Regulation in the per-
formance of hi& dutjes. 
The delegate shall be responsible to the 
Commission for failure to observe the1 
provisions of this Regulation or serious 
misconduct or negligence in the performance 
of his duties. 
Paragraphs 1 and 2 not affected by the 
allltnGeent 
3. He shall trans•it to the Co-mission for 
aereement tht results of the examination 
of the tendering procedure.and a proposal 
for the award of the contract. He 
thall sign contrtcts and riders thereto 
and estimates and notify tht Commilsion 
thereof,. 
4. The national authorizing officer shall 
clear and authorize expenditure 
against appropriations committed by 
the to.lission. He shall remain 
financially lilble until the Commission 
cltara the operations for the execution 
of whicft he is responsible.' 
Article 107 
Paragraphs 1 to 3 not affected by the 
amendllent 
4. The delegate shall make sure, on behalf 
of the Commission, that the projects 
financed by the Community are executed 
properly fro• the financial and technical 
angles. To this end be shall approve 
all payMent authorizations issued by the 
national authorizing officer. This 
approval shall not constitute the 
COMMission's clearance of the operation 
concerned and shall not discharge the 
national authorizing officer from his 
liability under Article 106<4>.' 
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?H. Article 108: add the following new 
paragraph l to the Commission's text: 
!. Payments made in the currency of the 
'ecTpient-State shall be subject to a clearance 
,,·r-ocedure before they are finally charged to 
:~}ie ___ budgetap-propriations. Clearance sha_Ll 
consist of an examination by the competent 
(.le_p.artment of the Commission and by the 
rrn-aric-, a l controller to---es"tabli sh that 
;,arfr.f<itT6r1,authorization and payment have been· properly effected. ---
7?. Article 113: amend the Commission's 
text as follows: 
Jn urgent cases or where the nature, small 
sLale or particular characteristics of 
'.l'dain works or supplies so warrant, 
the relevant authorities of the recipient 
~1atP may, by agreement with the 
i.>nnmi ss ion 'Sfat fng file_re_ason_s_Fherefor, 
r,~xce-pt i onaiTyaut horTi-e: -
the award of contracts after restricted 
inv1tations to tender; 
- the conclusion of contracts by private 
treaty; 
-- tht• performancf• of contracts through 
pubt ic works departments. 
~0. ~rticle 114: amend as follows the 
lommi~sion's tPxt of the first paragraph 
ot th1g arti~L': 
•:1e Ccm1mi:;sion r.>nd th€' relevant n:1thorities 
(,f lh~ recipient State shall ensure that 
11.;·ticles 112 and 113 ar·e observed for each 
uoeration and that the tender selected is 
economically the most advantageous, with 
clue regard notably to the price, utiliza-
·n r.osts, technical value, the 
qu-al· ·-;r.·?.-~-:rons of and the guarantees 
offerPrl by ~he tenderers, the nature and 
~ond11ions of execution of the works or 
s upp l : ""~ 
81. Article 115(1): amend as follows the 
Commission's text of this paragraph: 
1 .. f-<'r tPchnical cooperation projects, 
;~rvice contracts sh~ll be concluded with a 
con5ultanc;y bureau, a consultant engineer or 
an expart. Such contracts shall be made 
f_C::~~<?_W _i_ n~ __ _:_~mpet:~t i v~-- tendering. 
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Article 108 
Paragraphs 1 to 6 not affected by the 
amendment 
Articles 109 to 112: 
not affected by the amendment 
Article 113 
'In urgent cases or where the natu:·~:>, :,· ·~! 
scale or particular characteristics ,,f 
certain works or supplies so war-r--1nt, '·. 
relevant authorities of the recipient 
State may, in agreement with the 
Commission, exceptionally authorize: 
-the award of contracts after rPstri, .• ~J 
invitations to tender; 
- the cone lusion of contracts by priva1<' 
treaty 
- the performance of contracts througi. 
public works departments.' 
Article 114 
'The Commission and the relevant auth(· ,t,t>< 
of the recipient State shall ensure th.;' 
Articles 112 and 113 are obsPrved for ~J··b 
operation and that the tender selected i-, 
economically the most advantage0us, 
with due regard notably to the qualificat-
ions of and the guarantee offered by tbe 
tenderers, the nature and conditions 01 
execution of the works or suppl it'S,. <1nr1 
the price, utilization costs and technicaL 
value of those works or suppliPS. 
Paragraphs 2 and 3 not affected by thP 
amendment. 
Article 115 
'1. For technical cooperation P•'OJ~cts. 
service contracts shall be condud~:.i 
with a consultancy bureau, a·consulta'lt 
engineer or an expert. Such cont --,,cts 
shall be made by private treaty 01 • 
where justified on technical, econ(m:c 
or financial grounds, following 
competitive tendering. 
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81.'. Artide 116: replace the Commission's 
text with the following: 
Eve1y food-aid programme shall as soon 
c;: 1.:osr>ibte be made the subject of a 
v-:>;Josal for commitment in accordance with. 
th~ procedure laid down in Articles 32 to 
ih!: advance'> paid to Member States shall be 
e11lt>red qlobally against the abovementioned 
to~~itme~ts; the sum set aside for the 
commitm~"nts mt~y not be exceeded. 
Urd s•JLparagraph deleted) 
~- Expenditure effected by the Member 
:s t·:;t~~.1!_;; i.DJL!hLcash_fY.-;!Ci'Sii'<rv-.mceat>r the 
CQIJ1rr0ssior; __ l!l appl icat!.~::~1...2.f_~rticle 3 of 
B_~g_ulat ion <EEO No 268_'1 /'14 shall be entered 
~I~- ;;Jl!Y..m~nts fol towing exami_nation of the __ 
s~atements forwarded by the Member States in 
-~~~~:2~rda!•£~_wi ~h _ _!_he JmRGr.nent, ng measur}J;-
l!.f_l_~c L.!E2 J~1.U.o f ~~Q_ment j ontd 
flr:g,,Lat ion and a~Jr:•roval. by the financial 
f_~.i-r'il~i~. --
.~j~lj~~~ to para9r<!ph 3 _yt thi.Llli~, 
exprmd1ture shall b~ entered as payments 
witb:in~.~:?.. rnonths of receipt of the 'state-
!E.'~n1;> fgr·~-~_ded ___ 9L~the Member States. 
T_~ __ ,_·: __ ~l_I-~-·-~~E:_ shn~_Lap.£.!-L. without prejudice 
to the c'ed;~nce uf accounts provided for 
}~:-_:·~~-----~J--8-o! ___ }~;-gulati_~.~ CEEO No 249/77. 
3. Art ides :32 to 48 shall. apply as 
·r:t'9· • d'; the comm·, tmt>nt and payment of 
e·-r- n·:'i turc effected by the Commission 
c:•::.·ct, ~vr·ticulady in respect of purchases 
o~: t ~~c· ··•orld market,. the occasional transport 
o; ,Lorage of goods, or quality controls on 
products supplied. 
it. lhe C•.Hlllllission may decide, up to 31 March 
ihe foll~wing financial year, on transfers 
fro~ one article to another within the 
c.h,'pter· 1 :.·! ·11 inq t(' food aid. 
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Paragraphs 2 and 3 not affe.cted by the 
aandment 
Article 116 
'1. Every food-aid programme shall as soon 
as possible be made the subject of a 
proposal for commitment in accordance 
with.the procedure laid down in 
Articles 32 to 35. 
The advances paid to Member States 
shall be entered globally against the 
abovementioned commitments; the sum 
set aside for the commitments may not 
be exceeded. 
Articles 97, 98 and 99 shall apply as 
regards entry as payment of expenditur0 
effected by the Member States using 
the funds advanced by the Commission, 
and as regards the clearance of 
accounts. 
2. Articles 32 to 48 shall apply as regards 
the commitment and payment of expenditure 
effected by the Commission direct, 
particularly in respect of purchases on 
the world market, the occasional tran~por 
or storage o·f goods, or quality controls 
on products supplied. · 
3. The Commission may decide, up to 
28 February of the following financial 
year, on transfers frqm one article to 
another within the chapter relating to 
food aid. 
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i· Expenditure shall be taken into account 
i~- resoect of a financial year on the basis 
<?i ~yments made up to 31 December by the 
9!P.artments referred to in Article 3 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 2681/74 provided that 
their authorization has reached the 
accounting officer by 31 March following. 
6. Any differences between the expenditure 
charged to the accounts of a financial 
year in applicat1on of Article 106(3) and 
that recognized by the Commission when 
clearing the accounts in accordance with 
Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 249777 
shall be entered in the accounts as over-
or under-expenditure in respect of the 
financial year in which the clearance 
~ook place. 
7. The provisions of Article 101<3> shall 
apply to transfers made necessary by changes, 
in relation to the appropriations authorized, 
in the parts of the expenditure chargeable 
to the EAGGF Guarantee chapters and the food 
aid chapter. 
83. Article 117: amend the Commission's 
text as follows: 
1. Each agreement for the financing of an 
investment project and each agreement 
relating to a food aid operation shall make 
express provision for the Court's power of 
audit. 
2. Should the Court of Auditors wish to 
carry out audits on the territory of 
recipient States, or States in which 
recipients are located, it shall do so by 
agreement with the relevant~orities 
of the State concerned. Such audits 
wo•ld be limited to the inspection 
arrang~ments implemented pursuant to the 
provisions governing Community aid and 
~ould not apply in respect of the execution 
arrangements which are the responsibility 
of the national authorizing officer. 
84. Article 118: Article 103 of the 
Financial Regulation becomes Article 118 and 
paragraphs 1 to 4 are replaced by the following: 
4. The prov1s1ons of Article 101<3> shall 
apply to transfers made necessary by 
changes, in relati~n to the appropria-
tions authorized, in the parts of the 
expenditure chargeable to the EAGGF 
Guarantee chapters and the food aid 
chapter.' 
Article 117 
'1. The Community's Court of Auditors may, 
on the basis of records and, if 
necessary, on the spot, conduct a full 
audit of the accounts, records of 
accounting operations and any other 
documents relating to projects which are 
kept by recipients of Community aid. 
2. Should the Court of Auditors wish to 
carry out audits on the territory of 
recipient States, or States in which 
recipients are located, it may do so 
only by agreement with the relevant 
authorities of the State concerned. 
Such eudits would be limited to the 
inspection arrangements implemented 
pursuent to the provisions governing 
Community aid and would not apply in 
respect of the execution arrangements 
which are the responsibility of the 
national authorizing officer.' 
63. Article 103 becomes Article 118. 
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1. Without prejudice to the other provisions of 
this Financial Regulation, the following special 
provisions shall apply to the functioning of the 
Office for Official Public1tions of the European 
Communities. 
2. The appropriations for the Office, the total 
amount of which shall be entered under a special 
budget heading within the section of the budget 
relating to the Commission, shall be set out in 
detail in an Annex to that section. 
The Annex shall take the form of a statement of 
revenue and expenditure, subdivided in the same 
way as the sections of the bud~et. 
The appropriations entered in that Annex shall 
cover all the financial requirements of the 
Office in the performance of its duties in the 
service of the Community's institutions. 
3. Where necessary, the estimates may be 
adjusted during the financial year by the 
Management Committ~e of the Office which shall 
decide on the transfers required within the 
Annex as a result of such adjustments. It 
shall inform the B~dgetary Authorjty three-
weeks before effecting these transfers. 
4. The remarks concerning the specific budget 
heading under which is entered the total 
appropriation for the Office shall show an 
estimate of the cost of services rendered by 
the Office ~o each of the institutions. 
The total costs of these services shall 
correspond to the total expenditUre ~hown in 
its statement of expenditure. 
85. Title XI <after Article 118> replace the 
heading with the following text: 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
86. Article 121: Article 106 of the Financial 
Regulation becomes Article 121 and is replaced 
with the following text: 
1. After consultation with the European 
Parl-iame-nt and the Council and after the 
other institutions have delivered their 
opinions, the Commission shall adopt 
implementing measures for this F1nancial 
Regulation. 
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Article 106 becomes Article 121. 
Text proposed by the Commission for 
Article'108<2> becomes Article 123<2> 
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2. The conditions under which the ECU is 
to be applied to revenue and expenditure 
shall be determined by the implementing 
measures. ' 
COelete paragraph 2 of the Commission's 
teKt of Art. '108 of the Financial 
Regulation, now Art. 123> 
87. Article 122: Artiqle 107 of the Financial 
Regulation becomes Art. 122 and is replaced 
with the following text: 
Any amendments to this Financial Regulation, 
proposed by the Commission, shall bi adopted 
by the Council after conciliation with the 
European Parliament. 
87. Article 124: Article 109 of the Financial 
Regulation becomes Article 124 and is replaced 
by the following text: 
The following shall be repealed: 
-the Financial Regulations of 25 §pril 19731, 
18 March 197~2, 21 December 1977 and 
25 June 1979 
- all other provisions contrary to this 
Financial Regulation. 
OJ No L 116, 1.5.1973, p. 1 
2 OJ No L 73, 21.3.1975, p. 45 
3 OJ No L 356, 31.12.1977, p. 1 
- . 
4~ No L 160, 28.6.1979! p. 1 
2. The conditions under which the ECU 
is to be applied to revenue and 
expenditure shall be determined by 
the implementing measures provided 
for in Article 121.' 
Article 107 becomes Article 122. 
' 65. Article 109 becomes Article 124. 
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A 
··MOTION . FOR· ~ RESOLf.'JTION 
emb9dying ·the opinion· ()f~ tlte Euro,ean···ParU~~~ent -on· the .. :pf'oposal from! the 
Commission· of' the' &ur.tin· Communities· to the· Council for,,, Pegu!ltion -.amending 
the Financial RtgulaHOnof 21 Dece•ber 19?7,•ppUcable to'tbe~budget·ef.the 
European C~Unities 
- haviJ\g· 1'eQafd' to· the financial. pf'OVisions Of tbe· EEC Treaty (Af"ticles 199 
to 209~, ·of the" ECSC Treaty CArt i cle -78 to: ·78 h)· and of the' EA!C Treaty 
(Artictes 171 to·183>, 
- havi·ng retatcf to A'f'tic-le 107 of the Fiffancc48l- Rqulat1on of 21 December 1977, 
..; having regard to· tt.e proposal from· the Comahston to the Council (COM(80> 
·760' fina0·1, 
- Haviflg been c-onsul ted by' ·the CounciL pursuant: to -Art i c:te 209. of -t.hli -Treaty 
establishfl'lg ~he 'EEC ·(Ooc. 1-850/80>, 
- havi-ng regard to the Opinion of the Court of Auditors2, 
- having regard to the -report of the Committee on Budgets and the .. opinion of 
t-he Committee· on· &ldgetary Control (Doc. 1-43'4:183), 
- having regard to the result of the- votes on the proposat from the Commission, 
1. p·roposes that the C~mmi-ssion's proposal be modlfied by the above Hlendment; 
2. Asks 'fhe~mis!i'on ·to..:,atNnd its initial pf'!OIMtal, in accor.~dance with 
' Article 149 of the Treaty, to take account ofc·thec•-amendlnent tabled by 
·Partiament; 
1 OJ No. C 119, 21 May 1981 
2 OJ No. c 232, 11:se~t~ber 1981 
- SO· -
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3. Asks for the immediate opening of the conciliation procedure, should 
Council intend to depart from the opinion of the European Parliament; 
4. Instructs its President to forward to the Council, the Commission and 
the Court of Auditors the proposal from the Commission as voted by 
Parliament and the corresponding resolution as Parliament's opinion. 
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B 
EXPLANATORY STATEMENT 
It does not appear necessary to provide an explanatory statement for each 
amended article. Most articles require no further commentary. 
1. ARTICLE 1 
Paragraph 1a new 
The Financ:ial Re,gulation applies to all Community institutions. 
2. Paragraph 1b new 
The Financ:ial Regulations of 'satellite bodies' cannot contain provisions 
contrary to this FinaRc:ial Regulation. 
3. Paragraph 2 
Budget entries represent a ceiling and not just an authorization of 
expenditure. 
4. Paragr.aph 4 
The terms 'commitment authorization' appear preferable to 'commitment 
aftll).ropriation'. These authorizations represent a ceiling and not simply 
an authorization to cotJMH expenditure. 
5. Paragraph 5 
0Aly the budget can contain budgetary decision.s, in particular in fixing 
ceilings .• Leg-i.sl..ative.act-s cannot do so. 
6. ARTICLE 2a 
Parl iamet"lt m~t knew., .wh.en delivering its op.ini•on on a .proposal, what the 
pr~Dt)0.$al wiH cost ana,~ effects it may ha~e on the creation of posts.· 
7. ARTICLE 3 
It appear:S ne.ces.s..-y to reaffirm in paragraph 1 the rule of the unity of 
the budget before setting out in paragraph 2 the only exceptions to this 
rule. 
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8. Paragraph 3 
It appears preferable to carry over the balance from a financial year to 
the budget of the second rather than the first financial year following, 
as a way of preventing certain supplementary budgets. 
9. ARTICLE 6 
Paragraphs 1 to 3 
On the question of carry-overs, we propose a different wording from the 
Commission but without altering the substance. 
~ 
Paragraph 4 
Between the present deadline (21 April) and the deadline proposed by the 
Commission (1 February), we propose the half-way date of 31 March. 
Paragraph 8 
It appears advisable to ask the institutions for a more exhaustive list 
while giving them a longer deadline. 
10. ARTICLE 8 
Paragraph 2a 
We propose to substitute the concept of provisional 'detailed' commitments 
of the EAGGF for the term provisional 'global' commitments. 
Paragraph 5 
We propose for provisional twelfths to apply the distinction between 
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure, with the differences in the 
powers of the two brfnches of the budgetary authority which that involves. 
Paragraph 10 
The Financial Regulation should encourage the budgetary authority and the 
Commission to shorten as far as possible the period for which the system 
of provisional twelfths is applied. 
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11. ARTICLE 12b 
The thirdcsubpar.fgr•ph.of. paragraph 1 gives the definition of. the supplement-
ary budget and of the amending budget. 
Paragraph 4 obliges~the Council to present a.draft supplementary or amending 
budget when the Commission has proposed a preliminary draft budget. 
12. ARTICLE 13 
The appl.ic:ation. of .. paragraph 2 will permit Members of t,he European Parliament 
to have before. them, when voting the budget, for each line, the. figure for 
the preliminary draft ,nd. that for the draft budget. 
13. ARTICLE 14 
Paragraph 1 states that. the VAT rate for the. year is determined by the 
adoption of.·the budget. 
Paragraph 2 specifies that the Member States must, as soon as the budget 
is adopted, make avai.lable to the Commission the sums that are due. 
14. ARTICLE 14 a 
This article l~galizes tt:te< practice of the 'pragmatic calendar'. 
15. ARTICLE 15 
The budgets .of·the 'satellite bodies' are published in an annex to the 
genet'!al bl,ldget. 
16. ARTICLE· 16 
The second .par;agraph.specifies in particular that the legal basis of an 
item of,•xpend~ture shall be indicated in the remarks. 
The third:pa~agraph .Lays down that the establjsbment plan for each 
'satellite ··body~·.sbal.Lbe entered in the t)udget remarks. 
17. ARTICLE 21 
This article· is devoted.to the important question of transfers. 
The second paragraph gives the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors 
the power to carry out themselves transfers within their own budgets, 
provided they inform the budget authority and the Commission three weeks 
in advance. 
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Paragraph 4 gives the Commission the power to carry out transfers between 
chapter which appear on lists drawn up by the budgetary authority. 
Paragra h 5 authorizes the Commission to transfer provisional appropriations 
to a bu getary line when the condition permitting the expenditure is 
fulfill d. 
h 7 provides for the creation of a general reserve which can be 
used provide appropriations for all the other chapters of the budget. 
This erve should prevent the use of amending budgets. 
h 10 proposes a more simple wording than the Commission's text 
out fundamental change. 
18. ARTICL 22 
Paragr 2 to 6 specify that sums may be reused on the line on which the 
initia expenditure was entered. 
19. ARTICL 30 
Paragr ph 1 (d) lays down that sums paid by Member States into Commission 
accoun s can earn interest. 
20. ARTICL 49a 
insti 
it possible to audit the management of posts, each institution 
aw up a list of posts which is to. r-epresent a strict limit for that 
tion and an establishment plan with a diagram of the organization 
departments. 
Court of Auditors access to bank accounts of a Community 
the last subparagraph of this article provides for cooperation 
betwe n the two institutions. 
22. ARTIC ES 83 and 85 
The p wers of the Court of Auditors as regards the annual report and 
those concerning comments and opinions are set out under two separate sub-
parag aphs in paragraph 4 of Article 206a·of the Treaty of Rome. 
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It appears advis~ble to devote two separ~te articles of the Financial 
Regulation to these two categories of powers: 
Article 83 in the proposal thus deals with the annual report; 
- Article 85 deals with observations and opinions. 
In the proposed version of Article 83 the annual report should contain a 
section for e~ch institution audited and the replies of each institution 
to the comments of the Court of Auditors should be published immediately 
after the comments. 
The Court of Auditors may also draw up observations and opinions. 
There is a two way procedure for the observations: communication to the 
institution or body concerned, simultaneous publication of the observations 
of the Court of Auditors and the replies of the institutions. 
23. ARTICLES 86, 87, 88 and 89 
Title VII on research and investment appropriations contained nine articles. 
It appeared possible to reduce them to four, while maintaining the special 
provisions necessary for the management of these appropriations, particularly 
analytical expenditure accounts. 
24. ARTICLES 95 to 101a 
These deal with the EAGGF. 
Article 95 specifies that the bulk of EAGGF appropriations for the Guarantee 
Section are made available to the Member States by the Commission in the 
form of advances. 
Article 96 specifies that the advances constitute provisional detailed 
commitments and represent a Limit on the expenditure of the Member States. 
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OP ION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETARY CONTROL 
Draftsman: Mr A. GOUTHIER 
On 16 Feb uary 1981 the Committee on Budgetary Control appointed 
Mr A. Gouthi r craftsman. 
The commi tee considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 24 February 
1981, 19 May 1981, 2 November 1982 and 15 February 1983. At its meetings of 
17 March 198 and 24 March 1983 it adopted the conclusions unanimously with 
one abstenti n. 
The follo ing took part in the vote: Mr Aigner, chairman; Mrs Boserup, 
vice-chairma ; Mr Price, vice-chairman; Mr Gouthier, draftsman; Mr Arndt, 
Mr Kellett-B wman, Mr Ka Kalliopi Nikolaou, Mr Patterson, Mr Saby, 
Mr Konrad Sc 6n and Mrs Van Hemeldonck. 
• 
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Carmission' s proposal1 for anending the Financial Regulation 
siderable inplications as regards institutional balance in the 
nting phase of the Camtunity budget and therefore rrerits 
larly careful consideration by the Carmittee on Budgetary Control. 
proposal has already been considered in detail by the working 
et up by the Ca:nnittee on Budgets with the help of officials of 
· ssion and the Court of Auditors. Subsequently, Mr Si.Ioonnet, 
· ttee on Budgets' draftsman, drew up general guidelinel and 
a \..UI.IIjJC!:u.ative table3 of the anendrents to the Financial Regulation 
by the Carmission, the Court of Auditors and himself. 
your draftsman's view, therefore, the task of the Ccmnittee on 
Control is noci to go through the Articles of the Financial 
Regula ion one by one but to define a position on sane general problans 
that ise fran arcending the Financial Regulation, in particular in 
t fall specifically within the committee's terms of reference. 
With r ference to the work currently being cbne by the Ca:nnittee on 
Budge , therefore, sane specific amendmnts will have to be tabled 
to proposal anending the Financial Regulation. 
n considering the questions of substance raised by the Camtission' s 
propo al, it is clear that it does CCllply with the need to inplem:mt 
the b dget trore efficiently, mainly by allowing for a greater degree of 
au in the use of appropriations. But this requirement must be 
set a ainst the need to safeguard the intervention and control powers 
of E\.lrq)ean Parlianent as principal arm of the budgetary authority 
the authority errpowered to grant a discharge. 
though Article 205 of the EOC Treaty lays down that the Carmission 
'shal inplem:mt the buek3et' it specifies that it must do so in accor-
dance with the provisions of the Financial Regulation which must lay down 
k. 1-850/80 
.096 
. 450/rev. 
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the limits and conditions under which 'the Camri.ssion may ••• transfer 
apprq>riatians ·fran one chapter to anGt.her or fran one sub..-division to 
another' (Article 205, third paragraph). 'Ibis leads us to the main 
prd:>lem raised by· the proposal under consideration, i.e. , : 
The Camtission demands (Article 21 ( 5) (ba)) the power autonatDusly 
to transfer pa}lRent apprcpriations- in the case of differentiated 
apprq;>riations. This increase in the Carmission' s autonany \\'0\lld, 
aanittedly, make it possible to match apprcpriations m:>re- rapidly to 
spending requirements, but if the- E\.lrqleaO Parliament surrendered its 
powers to act at this stage it w::rul.d seriously carpranise its control 
powers which w:ruld then be confined mainly to the discharge stage; it 
\\'0\lld have only the rather drastic option of either granting or 
refusing to grant a discharge, whereas constant- m:>nitoring of the 
inplerrentation of the budget through the procedure for authorizing 
transfers would- be preferable. 
Your draftsnan understands that the Camri.ttee on Budgets is 
considering a bold innovation which would allow the Camri.ssion to 
transfer appropriations bet~ specific headings to be specified 
in the budget; whilst this prq>osal cannot be rejected out of hand, 
it should be noted that in practice it \\U\lld be extremely difficult 
to define such headings, and disputes could arise between the two 
branches of the budgetary authority during the procedure. 
It is therefore prq>osed thata number of eh•nges be made. to Article 21<3> 
. --------------------!£1~_J21_E.f .... .!:b~-.fpmmis-sion· proposal. -The~~nQ&s~ Wo\..td also prevent the 
;_~transfer of payment appropriations .carriect-owr and of_ commit!ftent 
appropriations r~aining availa~le. The iian~fer of carry-overs has frequently 
been criticized-by the (ourt·of Auditors, and-it ~oes seem to fnfringe the 
pHncipte ·of· spetificty' asTwett"·as· th~f'pr1nt'1J){e·"'"o·f 'tMf annual ity of thet· 
budget. 
2. -~~~~ 
For non-autanatic carry-overs the Ccmnission .prqx>ses a procedure 
similar to that currently in force for transfers: depending upon the 
' ~ 
classification (CE/NCE) of the budget heading in question, one branch 
of the budgetary authority would have decision-making power subject to 
consultation of the other branch. 
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3. 
Thi proposal should obviously be approved. 
provisional twelfths arrangement is to remain an exceptional 
tailing further restrictions on the inplementation of expenditure, 
the · ssion proposal to sanction transfers under the provisional 
twelfths arrangement in the Financial Regulation should be rejected. 
The Court of Auditors and the Carmittee on Budgets' draftsman 
do not, CMeVer, share your draftsman's opinion on this point. 
(~!~~~- __ !£!~_§111>· 
y ways this is the main problem both because of the aroount 
riations allocated to this section and the fact that the deadlines 
dures for closing the EAGGF, Guarantee Section, accounts largely 
the timing of the statenent and auditing of the accounts as 
discharge procedure. 
One peculiarity of the EAGGF is that expenditure is effected 
all at national level and then at Camrunity level; but it 
noted that ~gy~~ paid by the Carmission (provisional 
· tments) are ~tered in the budget as payrrent ccmnitments 
as payrrents only t\\10 or three roonths later when the carmission 
~nts fran the Member States justifying the expenditure 
In its opinion, the Court of Auditors points out that advances 
paid to the Member States should be covered by the annual management of 
et and that the accounts should make it clear how the advances 
managed; the Court of Auditors therefore proposes that advances 
entered under separate budget headings but entered in the 
i.mnediately as camri.tments or payrrents. The catrnission would 
ltDilths after receipt of the supporting c'klcllrents fran the 
tates to examine the docurn:?nts and effect the final ccmnitments 
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The Committee on Budgets, for its part, has adopted a guideline, which 
your draftsman feels should be endorsed, calling for the introduction of 'detailed 
provisional commitments', that is, specified by product, to facilitate more 
thorough control of the trend in expenditure. 
(Amend Articles 96, 97 and 100 accordingly) 
As regards the annuality, rule and the payment of advances, the 
latter should remain 'within the limits of the total amount of appropriations 
entered in the Guarantee Section of the European Agricultural guidaQCe 
and Guarantee Fund', in conformity with the present Regulation (Art. 96). 
In the case of advances to be paid in December in respect of the following 
financial year, the date fixed for payment (10 December> is in advance of 
the date on which the budget is adopted. However, it should not be 
forgotten that the budget might be rejected and that the provisional 
twelths arrangement would then become applicable. Consequently, 
provision should be made for the December advances to be paid only from 
the date on which the budget is adopted and for the provisional twelths 
arrangement to be applied in the event of its rejection. 
!~m~og_gn9_!~~R1~m~n!_!h~_!Q~r!h_~g!g9!gRb_Qf_~r!i£1~_z_g££2!9ing1~). 
----- . ---- - ---. 
(b) Another major prcblem that affects the statement and auditing 
of the accounts as well as the timetable for the discharge procedure, 
is the length of the EAGGF, Guarantee Section ~!~~~!:!29· 
The Carrnission prcposes that this period (during which carmitments 
and payments as well as transfers for the preceding financial year 
may be effected) should be reduced fran three to two roonths so that 
the deadline is brought forward fran 31 March to 28 February. This 
would be in line with suggestions made in the past by the E:ul:q)ean 
Parliarrent, but it should be borne in mind that the price to pay, fran 
what errerges fran the Carrnission' s proposal, would be too high fran 
the point of view of the accuracy of the revenue and expenditure 
account and the significance of the discharge procedure. 
--- - -----· .. ---- - -·-·- -------- -------
If the supplerrentary period were reduced, adjustments to so-called 
'category two' expenditure (intervention buying, stora<Je and reselling) 
would not necessarily have to be charged to the financial year in 
question but could be charged to the following financial year. As a 
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revenue and expenditure account on which the Court of .Auditors 
opean Parliatrent are required to deliver an opinion as part 
of the di charge procedure would not provide a sufficiently accurate 
reflectia of the i.rrplanentation of the budget for the financial year 
concerned especially in the light of the very large amount of 
expendit e involved. (~!~~-~!£!~-2~i~l> · 
regards transfers fran one chapter to another within the 
.E'AGGF, antee Section, and fran the Guarantee Section to food aid, 
ion proposes that the procedure provided for in Article 13 
of Regula ion No. 729/70 be a~ed (i.e. consultation of the Fund 
Camri.ttee; in the event of a divergent opinion, the Council, acting by 
a qualifi d majority, may a~ a different decision within one nonth). 
The esult of granting the Carmission greater autonany "WOuld be 
to perpet te the European Parliament 1 s exclusion fran the decision-
ess whilst, although the Council could take the final decision, 
"WOuld be considerably reduced. 
Your draftsman's view is that at the present stage of the Ccmnunity 1 s 
develq:me t, it is necessary to strengthen the democratic controls over 
inpleren tion of Camtunity policies: therefore, whilst he is in favour 
ing the Camri.ssion 1 s powers to inplement the budget of the 
~ 
FJ\GGF, antee Section, he "WOUld point out that the Eurqlean Parliatrent 
should be consulted as \\ell as the Fund Camri.ttee; as regards transfers 
bet\\een E'J!GGF, Guarantee Section and food aid, the Camri.ttee on 
Budge Control1 is in favour of centralizing all food aid funds in 
sts of budgetary transparency, whereas the carmission 1 s proposal 
iously tend to perpetuate the present situation. (~9 
~!£!~- Q!i~ll-~!~~-~!£!~_!Q!i~l>· 
N.B.: 
5. 
e deletion of Article 101(3) will be necessary only in the event 
o rejection of ~mendment No. 1, which maintains the existing procedure 
r transfers from one chapter to another. 
As rrentioned above ,the Carmi.ssion proposes that the discharge 
e timetable be changed and the current deadline brought forward 
---·--
---------
--------
• 1-98/82, IRMER report, paragraph 7 
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If the deadll.rtes ·were brought forward, the 'discharge -<~ba-te and 
decision \\loUld' be'''tld:-e''teievfult, · sarethirtg tha.ti Ptttliartent. and. tru.s 
ccmnittee · in' partieidar' ~1 there is a need ·for, but this ·'must under 
no circumstliriees1 be' ~clile by- 'Weakening the econcitlic ·significance' and 
relfabiiity of· the revenUe and expenditure acoount. ''me stated d:Jjectmve 
can 'be . achi~ 'bnly by ~·~lq>ing the electronic. processing systems· for 
·acceuntit\g'data 'in col,labot'ation with tlhe •Meittller·states;· 'this -would: make 
it possible· to bring 'fo:tWard the deadlines witl'lalt ·reducing 'the /Value 
of 'the data· on thed:~sis of· whi:cll the CoUrt of· AUditors· and Parlictment 
exercise their ~s of oontrol. (~-~!:~!!L1~i.Z1:. .. ~-Z:Z> · 
It ~ld' als6 be·:appt-,opri:ate for 'the Financial· Re<g\llati<Drt to help 
in sane way to ·refine 'the 9cqle and :inplicat.ions ·of the' discharge 
·decision or a· decision to postpone or refuse ·the discharqe. 
In this connection; Mr ·AIGNER has tabled· a ·series of proposals 1 
for amending the· Rul-es· of P'rotedure of the Eur~ari ·Parl i·ament that 
would make refu~al ·to grant· a· discharge tantamount·to a motion of censure 
on the Cdin'niission. 
A further p·foblem is raised by the adjustments 'that might have to 
·be made to the reven1.,1e and·expenditure accounts ·following Parliament's 
decision to give <or to refuse to give) a discharge. ·rh·ese adj-ust:ments 
should not be left to the'discretion of the Commission: rather they should 
be subject to a precise prO'cedure, so that it rerilai·ns a fi·rm principle 
that the Commission cannot alter the revenue and expenditure accounts 
submitted 'on 1 June unless expressly instructed td'•do so by the budgetary 
authority. 
Your draftsman therefore proposes that Article 85 should provide 
for a suitable proc~dure. 
6. :... F'~s of· 'the.·Court:. of~'Auditors 
-------------------------------
As regards 'the· elabOration and publication of ·the ·:annual xeport 
of the Court of 'Auditors, the present Financial· Reqlalatioo ~ides 
for a two-way procedure, in three stages: the <nttlietits of ·the 'COUrt 
of Auditors are forwarded to the institutions, the institutions sul:mit 
their replies and then the final report, accatpanied by the replies, 
is published. 
-1--
See PE 80.367 
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· ssion' s proposal is aimed at eliminating this t\ooQ-way 
la~g that this is not provided for in Article 206(a){4) 
Treaty, and at preventing the Court fran having the 'last 
rivilege it enjoys under the present system. 
· ttee on Budqetary Control has always been particularly 
with ensuring that the role of the Court of Auditors is 
and increased in order to ensure the most efficient ~le­
of the Camn.mity budget; it is therefore not acceptable 
that the procedure laid d:Jwn in the present Financial Regulation, 
which de ines the Court's role and provides for its develcpnent, 
should telescqled, abolishing the ~way dialogue. 
7. -
(a) 
Th budgets of satellite bodies {which the draftsman of the 
Catmitt e on Budgets defines as Carmunity bodies with a legal 
persona ity that receive subsidies fran the general budget) should 
be incl ded in the general budget, even if only as an annex; the 
list of posts of such bodies should also be incorporated into the 
budget ~gg-~~~9!~-~-~2-~!£!~-!~-~g-~-~2~-~~~-~2 
~!£!~ !~iJl) . 
's could entail a revision of the Financial Regulations of 
erent bodies and these regulations must not conflict with 
al Financial Regulation; even though this is obvious, 
provision should be made to this effect (~-~-!!~ 
h_!~_!!}_~!£!~_!>· 
icle 88(2) states that figures for total expenditure 
author· zed in research sector decisions are merely indicative. In 
the 1' ht of stat.arents made by the three institutions, this should 
apply o all Carmunity policies. A statement of principle should 
there ore be made to this effect (~-~~!9!9e!L~~-~-~!£!~_!) . 
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(c) - BgJ&-2!-th!-!~!~-~~E!~ 
Tfle ~~ of the roles of the ~izinq officer, the 
. ~:. : 
accountiJ19 offtoer·,. ~the financial cont+"oller is one of the 
corne,rstones of ~ system established in the Financial Regulation 
together w;l.th tl1e independence granted to the financial controller 
for the puqx>.ses of the institution's internal audits. 
While, ~fore, the role of the financial controller should be 
safeguarded through notification by the other institutions of neasures 
~icll. concern him and of decisions to overrule his withholding of 
approva.l, he obviously must not becane divorced fran his own institution 
to the point that he ~s nore like an agent of the external audit 
system tlwl ~ internal auc:U.tor. 
'ftle Cqmdssion' s prqJOSals do not substantially alter the 
present sit~tioo; the following adjustments should therefore be made: 
- in the case of ~s which may give rise to or roodify a debt due 
to the Catmuniti.s, the authOrizing officer's proposal shotild be 
sutmitted not bnl.y tO the financial controller for approVal but also 
to the. accounting . officer for the aeot to be rec6rded for provisional 
~ <~-~!£!~-~~1!l_5Q!:9in9!Y> ; 
- provision for earlieJ: notification of the institution's decision to 
overrule its financial officer's refusal to grant approval: within 
one nonth instead of once every three xoonths for instance ( ~9 
~!S!~2-£~,-~!~~~~~5Q!~9!Y>· 
A measure of centralization is desirable to ensure that the 
manage~ent of imprest funds is properly controlled and that there is no 
lack of finam:iitl accQl.lntability in any of the administrations concerned. 
If the !£~~~1iM ... ~f1if~!: of the institution was alone authori~eq 
to replenish the imprest funds, responsibility would be narroweq down 
and ce~trali~ed, which would make for more effe~tive control. 
<~m!o9_Sb!_fir~s_e!t!gr~eb_Qf_~r!if1!_~~-!££2t2iog1~>. 
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Article 7 of the present Financial Regulation states that ~he balance 
from eac financial year, calculated in accordance with Council Regulation 
No. 2891 77, shall be entered as revenue in the case of a surplus or 
expendit re in the case of a deficit in the budget of the subsequent 
financia year upon adoption of the amending budget referred to in 
Article 6 <2> of the abovementioned regulation.' 
That art cle imposes an obligation to increase or reduce, through an 
amending budget, the estimated revenue entered in the budget for the 
financia year, to adjust it to the actual revenue from VAT for the 
previous financial year. 
However, this amending budget must take into account the 'balance of each 
financial year' as defined in Article 15 of Regulation 2891/77, that is 
to say the difference between total revenue collected and all payments 
carried out <taking into account carryovers and cancellations). 
It ther appears evident that the budgetary authority has the obligat-
ion to this amending budget. However, in doing so, the budgetary 
authori y may decide whether to use any surplus to subsidize new expendit-
ure or o reduce the rate of VAT provided for under revenue, whereas in 
the of a deficit, and in the absence of any new revenue, that rate 
In the 
voidably be increased. 
dment proposed by the Commission is designed to make it possible to 
e balance of a financial year in the second financial year following 
ncial year in question; it specifies that this must be done in an 
budget. 
your draftsman, and in that of the draftsman of the 
Committ e on Budgets, it should instead be possible to enter the balance 
in the eneral budget for the financial ye~r n + 2: this would lead to 
considerable savings in paperwork and provide a more accurate overall view 
of the funds available and of forecast expenditure <!m~ng_!!!iE!~_fi_!Q 
Your d understands that the Committee on Budgets is examining a 
propos l to introduce a ~e~£i!1 e!QE~QY!~ to deal with the surplus of a 
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financial year: in particular, if it were used to reduced the VAT rate 
.for the current financial year, such a reduction would be adopted on the 
basis of a proposal from the Commission, provided neither branch of the 
budgetary authority had expressed a contrary position. 
As stated above, it would appear more advisable instead to take this 
surplus into account in the drafting of budget n + 2, to make it possible 
to evaluate fully the financial resources available and the expenditure 
which is possible. 
PROPOSED AMENDMENTS 
-------------------
No.1- Article 21C3>Cab> Cbb> and <be) -~---------------£-------------
Delete the text of the Commission'proposal. 
~!!iS!!-~1£~l£!l£_fi!!!_i02!0! 
Replace 'and Cbb)' in the Commission proposal_with •and (be>•. 
· Article 21 CS> (a) second indent 
----------------£--------------1 
R•place 'in paragraphs 3Cab) and 4' with 'in paragraph 4' 
in the Commission text. 
~rtis!!.:~1£~l£e! > ,, q 
Text of Commissi~ 1propos~ 
from one article to anothef 
!I I I 
to read as follow;.. 'all t ran~fers"' 
in its own section'; ' rest, deleted. 
(' 
i 
Delete the text of the Commission's proposal. - . \ 
/I 
I 
; 
I 
Replace the expression 'provisional global commitments' by 'detailed 
provisional commitments'. 
§!£2n9_esrs9r!eh 
Replace the expression 'provisional global commitments' by 'detailed 
provisional commitments'. 
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No. 4 -
No. 5 
De ete the sentence 'The approval of the financial controller shall 
ha purpose of establishing that these commitments correspond 
to the amount of the advances decided by the Commission after con-
su tation with the EAGGF Committee, and that they are within the Limits 
of the total amount of appropriations entered in the Guarantee Section 
of the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund.' 
i£1~_2r£_Q~r~gr~Qn_~: 
Lace the expression 'provisional global commitments' by 'detailed 
visional commitments. 
i£1~-2~L-Q~r~gr~Qn_1: 
Lace '28 February' with '31 March'. 
~r i£1~-2~£-Q~r~gr~Qn_~: 
of the Commission proposal. 
Lace '28 February' with '31 March'. 
A d the following subparagraph: 
' he Commission shall also consult Parliament, which shall 
d Liver its opinion within one month.' 
No. 6- A ticle 101(3) and (4) 
- ----~--------------
D lete the text of the Commission proposal. 
N B.: This amendment will be withdrawn if Amendment No. 1 is adopted. 
A end and supplement the fourth paragraph of the Commission 
p oposal as follows: 
• dvances in respect of the following financial year which are 
i tended, within the meaning of Articles 96 and 116, to finance 
S t . f the EAGGF and expenditure e expenditure of the Guarantee ec 1on o 
food aid may be paid as from 10 December of the current 
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financial year if, on that date, the budget for the following 
financial year has been adopted. If this is not the case, the 
advances may be paid only after the budget has been finally 
adopted, except where the procedures specified in Article 8 are 
applicable. Utilization of the funds thus paid shall be in 
conformity with the rules laid down by Articles 96 and 116.' 
Replace '15 April' with '1 June'. 
Replace '1 March' with '1 April'. 
Replace '15 April' with '1 June'. 
No. 9 - ~~~-~r!i£1~ 
~r!i£l~-~~i~2 
The European Parliament shall decide on the discharge on the basis in 
particular of the accounts showing the Community's total revenue and 
expenditure as examined by the Court of Auditors. Even in the event of 
refusal to grant a discharge, the figures established by Parliament shall 
be taken to be the final accounts for the financial year. 
Add the following paragraphs to Article 85: 
'2. If the European Parliament decides to postpone the discharge, 
the Commission shall within three months adopt the measures 
needed to take account of the comments made by Parliament and 
shall also make such adjustments to the revenue and expenditure 
accounts and the balance sheet as are necessary to that end. 
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3. The ommission shall, if necessary, forward to the European Parliament, 
< 
the and the Court of Auditors the adjusted revenue and 
expenditu e accounts and balance sheet within three months of 
the date n which the discharge was postponed. 
The Commi sion shall also forward to the European Parliament a 
report on the measures taken in accordance with the preceding 
paragraph. 
4. The Court of Auditors shall draw up an opinion on the 
adjustme 
sheet sp 
which 
the revenue and expenditure accounts and balance 
in paragraph 2 within two months of the date on 
forwarded by the Commission. It shall be 
communic ted to Parliament and the Council. 
5. If measures taken by the Commission in accordance with 
paragrap 2 and any adjustments made to the revenue and expenditure 
accounts and the balance sheet are considered satisfactory by 
the Euro Parliament, the Latter, on a recommendation from 
the Coun il acting by a qualified majority, shall give a discharge 
to the C mmission in respect of the implementation of the budget. 
No. 10 - Article 83 
------- --
Retain t e existing text·-of the Financial Regulation. 
e existing text of the Financial Regulation. 
Add the following new paragraph 6: 
'The st tement of revenue and expenditure of Community bodies having 
Legal p rsonality and receiving funds from the general budget shall 
also be attached to the Commission section relating to staff and 
adminis rative appropriations.' 
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Add the following fourth indent: 
' - a list of posts for each Community body having legal personality 
and receiving funds from the general budget.' 
Insertthe following new paragraph 1a: 
'The financial regulations of Community bodies having legal 
personality and receiving funds from the general budget must not 
conflict with this financial regulation.' 
Insert the following new paragraph 2a: 
'The appropriations entered in the budget represent the limit on 
expenditure for the measures in question. Any ceilings laid down 
in implementing legislation must be held to be purely indicative.' 
The second sentence in paragraph 1 to read as follows: 
'These proposals shall be forwarded to the Financial Controller 
for his approval and to the Accounting Officer for the debt to 
be recorded for provisional registration.' 
No. 15- ~r!i£1~-f~ <1>, last sentence; 
8r!i£1~-f~ <2>, last sentence; 
~r!i£1~-~2, third paragraph, last sentence; 
Replace 'every three months' with 'within one month'. 
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I sert the following sentence at the end of the first paragraph: 
• nly the accounting officer of the institution may replenish 
t e imprest funds, other than in the exceptional cases defined in 
t e implementing measures relating to this Regulation. 
T is article to read as follows: 
• The balance from each financial year, calculated on the basis of 
Regulation 2891/77, shall be established by the discharge 
decision. 
This balance shall be entered as revenue in the case of a surplus 
or expenditure in the case of a deficit in the budget of the 
second financial year following the financial year in question. 
This measure shall not prejudice any modifications made to the final 
accounts in the discharge decision.' 
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CORRIGENDUM 
to 
REVISION OF THE FINANCIAL REGULATION 
- comparative table of the amendments proposed by 
the Commission, the Court of Auditors and the 
rapporteur -
Rapporteur : Mr M. SIMONNET 
Further to the decisions taken at the meeting of the Committee on 
Budgets of 20/21 April 1983, document PE 78.450/rev. 2 of 8 April 1983 
should be amended as follows 
Page 125, heading of Title VIII: 
'Special provisions applicable to the European Agricultural Guidance 
and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee Section : delete the words 
'Guarantee Section' 
page 148 to 155 Titles X and XI replace by the pages attached hereto. 
2.5.1983 
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Text of the present Financial Regulation 
TITLE X 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE OFFICE 
FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
Article 103 
1. Without prejudice to the other prov1s1ons of 
this financial Regulation, the following special 
provisions shall apply to the fuuctioning of the 
Office for Official Publications of the European 
Communities. 
2. The appropriations for the Office, the total 
amount of which shall be entered under a special 
budget heading within the section of the budget 
rcl:tting to the Commission, shall be set out in 
detail in an Annex to that section. The appropriations 
shown under this specific budJ.;et heading may be 
tramfcrred in accordance with the conditions set out 
in Article 21. '-
The Annex ~hall take the form of a statement of 
revenue and expenditure, subdivided in the same way 
as the scc.:tions of the budget. 
The appropriations entered in that Annex shall 
cover all the financial requirements of the O££ice in 
the performance of irs duties in the service of the 
Community's Institutions as defined by the Decision 
of 16 January 1969 setting up the Office (1). Where 
necessary, the estimates may be adjusted during 
the financial year by rhe Management Committee 
of the Office which shall decide on the transfers 
required within the Annex as a result of such 
adju~tments. 
3. The remarks concerning the specific budget 
heading under which is entered the total appropria-
tion for the Office shall show an estimate of the 
cost of services rendered by the Office to each of 
the Institutions. This sha\1 be based on the forecasts 
of the :11ulyrical accounts providcll for in rarl· 
gr:~ph .~. 
The total costs of these services shall correspond to 
•he total expenditure shown in its statement of 
cxpc;Jditure. 
A paper setting out the basic data underlying the 
c\tim~rc of the allocation of the Office's service\ :11 
hl·twet·n the lmlitution!l shall be provitlcll all a 
supportinJ:; donl!ncnt for the prclimin;try draft 
hudJ.;ct. 
4. Each ln~titution shall, for guidance, enter in 
its section of the budget a pro forma approrriation 
corresponding to the ~crviccs which it CXI'ects the 
Office w ren1ler to it during the financi:tl year 
CO!l<.:Crllell. 
.S. The Offi"c ~hall draw up analytk:ll ac.:coums 
of its expenditure, enabling the proportion of itll 
M:rvkes renllcrcJ to each of the Institutions to be 
detl·rmined. The 1\bn:\~ctncnt Committee •ha\t };,y 
down the l'riteri:t on which the accounting system 
shall be based. 
The O.f{ke shall notify the Institutions concerned 
of th~;:results of the an:~lytical accounts. 
Commission's amending proposal 
TITLE X 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE OFFICE 
FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
Article 118 
2. The appropriations for the Office, the total 
arro..nt of which should be entered l.l'lder a special 
u l:u:lget heading within the Commission section 
relating to staff and administrative appropriations, 
shall be set out in detail in an Arnex to that 
section. The appropriations shown l.l'lder this specific 
budget heading may be transferred in accordance with 
the conditions set out in Article 21. 
4. Each Institution shall, for guidance, enter in its 
sectioo of the bc..dget a pro forma appropriation 
corresponding to the services which it expects the 
Office to rerder to it cilring the financial year 
** concerned. The Coomissioo shall enter this awro-
priation in its section relating to staff and 
administrative appropriations. 
** Prcxx:>sal C<JII(81) 306 final. PE 84. 700/fin. 
AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE COURT OF 
AUDITORS 
TITLE X 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE OFFICE 
FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
Atticle 118 
Delete paragraphs 3 and 4 
Rapporteur's proposal 
TITLE X 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE OFFICE 
FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES 
- 76 ·-
Article 118 
t. Without prcju~lke to the ot:her prova5aon1 of 
thls Fin:~nci:~l Regui:Jtiun, the fotlowing spcci:tl 
provio;ions sh:~ll :1pply to the functioning of the 
Office for Offici31 Public:nions of the European 
Communitie•. 
2. The :~rpropri:ttions for the Office, the tot:tl 
amount of which sh:t11 be entered under a speci:tl 
budg\:t heading within the section of the bud:;et 
relating to the Commission, sh:tll be set out in 
det:Jil in :tn ,Annex to th:tt section. 
'' ' '. 
1 .. • ot 
The Annex !th:tll take the form of :t st:ttement of 
revenue and expenditure, subdivided in the same way 
as the SC(."tions of the budget . 
. The aprropriations entered in that Annex sh:~ll 
co\·er all the fin:mci:ll requirements of the Office in 
the performance of its duties in the service of the 
Community's Institution~,· ' Where 
neccssotry, the estim:ates may be adjusted during 
the fin:tncial year by the Management Committee 
of the Office which shall decide on the transfers 
required within the Annex :as a result of such 
adjustments. It shalL inform the Bu::lgetarx 
At.lthori.tx three weeks before 'effecting these 
transfers. · '"~· • • 
3. The rem3rks concerning the specific bud~:et 
heading under which ill entered the tot:~l arprorria· 
tion for the Office shall ~how :1n e~tim:ttc: of the 
cost of service~ rendered by the Offke to c:~ch of 
the lmtitutinn~. · 
The total costs of these services shall correspond 
to the total expe-diture sto..n in its statement 
of experoiture. 
(Delete the thirct ~#ar~raph of paragr~ -
3 ard paragraph 4.) · · -
5. 1'he Offi~c •hall Jraw up analyti~:tl :u;cuunt• 
of its expenditure, enabling the proportion of if' 
Aervicc:s rcn~lcreJ to e:t\:h of the lnltitutil.'n~ to be 
Jctt•rn1incd. The ~bn:tJt4'11tent Comntittce shall by 
Juwn the nitcri:t on which the accountin~ 5ystem 
shotll be b:tscd. 
The Office sh;all notify the Institutions concerned 
of the results of the an:1lytic:tl accounts. 
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Text of the pre ent Financial Regulation 
6. On a prop al from the Management 
Committee the Com ission shall, for the appropril-
tions entered in th Annex for the Offil:e, de\q~;\tc 
the powers of :mth lriz;uion to the Director of the 
OHil:e :md shall fi the limits and conditions of 
such act of dclega ion. 
E:tch Institution hnll retain the powers of 
:mthori7:ation for expenditure charged to the 
appropriations for the publication of :tll work 
entrusted to outsid bodies by the Office. The net 
proceeds from the ale of the publications shall be 
re-used by the In titution which drew up these 
publications, in ace rd:mce with Article 22 (2). 
7. The finJncial controller shall ddL·pte powers 
to an official who shall be responsible for moni-
toring the comn itment and authorization of 
exrcnJiture and a so for monitMing the reYenue 
of the Office. 
The Commission, acting on a propos:1l from the 
Man:tgcment Com ittee of the OHice, sh:tll :1ppoint 
an assist:tnt accou ting officer with special respon-
sibility for collectin revenue and settling expenditure 
effected directly b the Office. 
8. To meet the cnsh requirements of the Office, 
bank accounts or ost offkeo ~iro :tccount~ m:ty be 
opcnc~l on its \wh. 1f by the Commi~sion, :tcting on 
a proposal from th • Mana~L'JOL'Ilt Committee. 
The accounts shall 'e fiu:mccd n·gul.uly by paymcnts 
dfc~o:ted hy the C mmis~ion upon receipt of calls 
for fund~ from th Orfke. Such payments may not 
exn·t·d tht• wt.1l amount of the arrn,pri;uions 
cnt~·rl·ll for this ru rose in thl· Commi~~ion hull~t·t. 
The fin.1\ cash po~i ion for each YL';\r slul\ b~ aLljusted 
between the Office and the Commission :tt the end of 
the financi:J.l year. 
9. The revenue and expenditure account and the 
ha b1Ke !>hect in r spcL"t of the Office shall form an 
intq~ral p.ut of th rc\"enue and expenditure :tccount 
ami of the b.1l.ml·e sh'-'l't of the Communities refcrn•J 
to in Ankles n ,, lll 76. 
10. The Man.1 cmcnt CommittL'C of the Office 
shall determine th Lktaibt ruk·s for the impl~menta· 
,:on of the rn:ce lil{g provisions, :tnd aho specific 
ruk) govcrnin~ th · terms of !1:\le of public:Hionot and 
the corresponding accounting system. 
TITI.E XI 
ALAND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 104 
The European P rliament and the Council shall be 
empowered to r quire any information or explana· 
tions regarding budgetary matters within their 
competence. 
The Council ay be assisted in its task by a 
committee set p within the framework of the 
Pcrm.1nent Repr sentatives Committee. 
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Commission's amending proposal 
nnE. XI 
TRANSITIONAL AND FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article 119 
The European Parliament and the Council shall be 
empowered to require :\1\y information or explana· 
tions regarding budgetary matters within their 
competence. 
The Council may be assisted in its task by a 
committee set up within the framework of the 
Perm:lnent Representatives Committee. 
PE 84.700/fin. 
AMENDMENTS PROPOSED BY THE COU~r OF AUDITORS 
Paragraph 6, seccrd S!Jpragrad); tMt sentence: 
Delete fran 'the net proceeds' to the etd. 
TITLE XI 
TRANSITI()W_ ftH) F.IM.. PROVlSl<M 
Article 119 
<Commission text) 
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Rapporteur's proposal 
6. On a proros:st from the M:tn:t~ent 
Committ~ rhc Commis~ion sh:tll. for the :srrrorri:t· 
tions entered in the Annex for the Offi~:c. Jd~)::ttc 
the powcn of :mthori:r.;ttion to the Dirt•~:tC\r of the 
Offic:c and shn\1 file t1le limit!l :md C\m~litiuns of 
suc.:h :u:t of c.ldc:~:uion. 
E:11:b ln~tirution s.h:tll rct:tin the rowers of 
authori1:ttion for cxrcnditure c:h.trt-tC'J to the 
liJ1prurri:ttions fur the put.lic:uion of :sit wor1c 
entrusted to outside boJie• by the Office. The ncr 
pruc.:ec:ds from the 5:11c of rhe rub1ic:ltions ~ha11 be 
re-u'led by the Institution whkh ,lrcw up these 
publications, in ac~ordancc with Artkle 22 (2). 
7. The fin.1nd:1l controller shalt tfdl·~.lte rowers 
to an offici:sl who shall be tcsronsihlc for moni· 
toring the commitment :snd :tuthorir:uion c-f 
exrenJiture :ind also for monitoring the re\'enue 
of the Office. 
The Commission, acting on a rroroul from the 
M:tn:tttemcnt Committee of tht Office, llh:tll :~rroinr 
an :tssist:snt accounting officer with speci:ll resron-
sibility for collecrinB revenue and settling exrc:nditure 
cffc:ctrd directly by the Office. 
8. To meet the cash requir\.'mcnts nf the Office. 
b:mk accounrs or rollt nUk~ J:irtl account• nuy he 
nrl'nctl on irs lwha tf hy the C.nnuni~ .. ion, ;h'tin~ on 
a I'",I'Us:tl frnm the ~tut:1Al'tncnr Committee. 
The accounts shall he: financed rl·~~ul.trly hy r:.1ymc:nt!l 
effcc.:ted by the Commi!l!lion uron rrccirt of c:tlts 
for fmuls fr()m the Offkr. Such r:•ymcnts may not 
cxcc.·t"~l thr tot.tl :tmmmt of the :trrr,,rri.uions 
C:lltt:"rcJ fur thi!i rurJmliC in th~· \.nmmi~sion hu,l~~·t. 
The fin:tl c:tsh J'nsitiun filr e:1c:h year sh;tll he a.ljusted 
hetwec:n the Office: :tnd the Commission at the c:nJ of 
the fin:snci:tl year. 
9. 11u: revenue: and expenditure ;tccount :tnJ the 
h:~l:tnt:c whecr in resrcct of the Office sh.tll Enrnt :tn 
int~·~raJ r:trt of the fC\'C.'IIIIC: ollhl ~·xrc.•ntliturc :\Ct:'O\IIlf 
~11,1 u( the h.tl.ut~·c: """'''t uf the Conununitit·~ rdcrn·~t 
ru .jn Artidd 7l ·'"'' 1(;, 
10. The M.\ll.ll:l'tll\'llt Cununirh·~· uf the OHi~e 
~~oh:tllll~·terminc the llt·t:lilt•tl rules fllr the impl,·mrnta· 
ricm of the rr~·n·din~ rrn\'iliinns, :lnJ :tl.\tl srt•t:ifi.: 
rulcll ~m·crninr. tlu: terms nf ul-: (lf ruhlk:nion• :tml 
the cnrrl.'"l""''lin~t ac~:nunring S)'Stetn. 
TITLE XI 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Artlele ; -119 
ne European Parliament and the Council shall be 
fmpowcn:d to require :.tny information or expl:tna· 
tions regarding budget:t.ry m:stters within their 
competence. 
The Council m:sy be llS!Iisted in its t:t.sk by a 
committe~: set up within the framework of the 
PC:"rm:ment Representatives Committee. 
PE 84.700/fin. 
Text of the pres nt Financial Regulation Commission's amending proposal 
-----t---_,.,...,,.....,-----1-___,..-----:.::-=------- '"-- ---' 
rticle 105 Article 120 
The European Parli ment, the Council and the 
Commission shall info m the Court of Auditors, ench 
regarding the matter concerning it, as soon as 
possible, of all deci. iont and measures taken in 
implementation of Ar ides 3, 6 (3) nnd (8) and 8, 
14and21. 
The Court of Audit< rs shall be informed of the 
appointment of au horizing officers, financial 
controllers, accountin officers and administrators of 
advance funds, and f the Acts of delegation or 
nominations made in accordance with Articles 18, 
19, 20 and 49. 
The Commission shall inform the Court of Auditors 
of the implementing measures provided for in 
Article 106. Moreover, the Institutions shall forward 
to the Court of Audit rs any rule~ of procedure in 
re,pect of financial ma ters. 
A ticle 106 
In con~ultation with th European Parliament and the 
Council and after the o her ln~titutions have delivered 
their op11uons, the Commi~sion shnlt adopt 
irnpleml'llting mea~ure for thi~ Fin:mci:~l Regulation. 
At three-year intervals the European Parliament and 
the Council shall exa ine this Financill Regulation 
in the li~ht of a pro osal from the Commission. 
Any financial regul:lti ns amending this Financi:ll 
Regulation shall he a opted hy the Council nfter 
recour~e to the co1 ciliation procedure if the 
European Parliament s requl·sts. 
A ticle 108 
1. When the accoun s for the financial year 1977 
are clo~ed, the Comm ssion shall draw up a state· 
ment of ~ums p:~id, co p3ring the sums actually paid 
by the Member States ith those due to hnve been 
paid under the stateme ts of revenue and expenditure 
for the financial year in question. This shall be 
followed by an adjust ent of the difference shown 
in the statement. 
The second p:lrngr:~ph f Article S of this Regulntion 
·;h; ... ~nply to revenue rom_ own resource_s recorded 
in No. v~1her and Dc-eml•er , «r77; this ~cven~u~ 
~hall he ~·ntcreJ in th accounts for the fm:mctal 
year 1978. 
2. The provisions £ this Fin:mcial Regul:ltion 
shall be re-examined in :.tccordance with ~hf" 
procedure bid down fo this puryose i~ the !r.rattes. 
after the Court of Audi ors has 1ssued 1ts opm10n on 
these provisions. 
All ;tpprnprinte mcasu es shnll be uken to ensure 
continuity of control after the members of the 
Court of Auditors h:~v been appointed: _____ _ 
3. Appropriations c mmittcd but not p:.tid at 
the end of the finand.t ye:u 1977 shall he rcg:udcd 
ns nppropri.uinns cotrri ~ OVl'r nutonuticotlly under 
i\rtkle 6 (1) (c). 
Appropriations for th Guidance Section of the 
Furopean Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund entered in the b d~et for the fin:mei:tl year 
1971> and in the bud~-:e s of previous financial yenrs 
'h~ll be carried over un lcr the followin~ conditions: 
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The European Pnrli.:tmcnt, the Council and the 
Commission shall inform the Court of Auditors, each 
regarding the matters concerning it, as soon :.ts 
possible, of all decision• and me:~sures t:.tken in 
implemenmtion of Articles 3, 6 (3) and (8) and 8. 
14 and 21. 
The Court of Auditors shall be informed of the 
appointment of authorizing officers, fin:.tncial 
controllers, accounting officers and administr:.ttors of 
advance funds, and of the Acts of dcleg:.ttion or 
nominations made in accordance with Articles 18, 
19, 20 nnd 49. 
The Commission shall inform the Court of Auditors 
of the implementing measures rrovided for in 
Article 121.M!)rcover, the Institutions sh:.tlt forward 
to the Court of Auditors any rules of procedure in 
respect of finandal matters. 
Article 121 
In consultation with the European Parliament and the 
Council and after the other Institutions h:.tve delivered 
their opnuons, the Commission shall adopt 
implementing measures for this Financial Regulation. 
Article 122 
At three-year intervals the Europe:~n Parliament and 
the Council shall examine this Fin<lncial Regubtion 
in the light of a propos:.tl from the Commission. 
Any fin:.tncial regubtions amending this Financial 
Regulation sh:~ll he :~Joptt·d hy the Council after 
recourse to the conciliation procedure if the 
F.urope3n ·r:~rlinmcnt so requests. 
Article 123 
--
Appnopriations for the Guidance Section of the 
European Agricultural Guidnnce and Gunrantcc 
Fund entered in the budget for the fin:mci:.tl year 
1976 and in the budgets of previous fin:~ncial years 
sh:~H be- c-arried over under the following conditioM: 
PE. 84.700/fin. 
1JE ~CUlT Of UITORS 
Q~1~1~-1n~_!!iL!Y2etr!9rte!L~bi£n_i!_!Q_ 
b~_iO£Q!I2Q!I!~g£_iQ_I!!09!9_fQ!!£_iD 
!r!i£1!L!f1.:.-
Article 121 
Insert the following at the beginning of the 
paragraph: 
'In the six months follQwing the adoption 
of this Financial Regulation, in consulta-
tion 
Add the following subp~ragraph: 
In~_!o!!i!~!iQo!_!nt!!_fQ~tr2_!Q_!n! 
~2~r!_Qf_!~2i!2r!_tnl_r~!!!_Qf_er2£!2~r! 
iD_!!!I2!£!_Qf_fiDID£it!_mtl!!!!.:. 
Article 122 
<Commission text) 
Aricle 123 
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R~rteur' s prq:x>Sal 
Article 121 
1. 8!!!! consultation with the European 
Parliament and the Council and after 
the other Institutions have delivered 
their opinions, the Commission shall 
adopt implementing measures for this 
Financial Regulation. 
2, ·The ~itims ll'der which the ECU 
i!_!Q_Q!_tee!i!9_!Q_!!Y!D~!-1D9 
.!!e!n9i!Yr!_!nt!!_2!_9!1!rmin~9 
~~-1n!_ime1!m!n!ing_m!!!~!!! (former Article 123<2>> 
Article 122 
~DX-!m!D9m!O!!_!Q_!hi!_fiDID£it!_ 
8!9Y1t!i2o£_erQeQ!~9_2~_!n~-~2mmi!§i2n 
!ht11-2!-t92e!~2-2~-!n!_~Q~D£i!_tf!~r 
S2D£i1it1i2D-~i!b_!b!_E~!Q9!1D. 
E!!.t!i!!!l!O!:._ 
Article 123 
<transferred to Article 101a) 
PE 84.700/fin. 
Text of the p~es~ Financial Regulation 
a w ere t ey relate )to payments --remarnlng due -
under commitment,, they shall he c:mied over 
automaticnlly for a' period of five years reckoned 
from 31 December of the financial ye:u during 
which they were committed; 
(b) upon expiry of that period, the Commission may 
submit to the Council and forward to the 
Europenn Pnrliamcnt, by 1 May, the lists of 
appropriations rcmainin~;t committed, for which 
:t duly subst:mti:t~cJ request for carry-0\·er is 
being made. Thq decision shall be taken in 
accordance with r the second subparngraph of 
Article 6 (3). 
i 
4. Commitment a!' thori7:ttions for the Enropean 
Sod:tl Fum! mndc a ail:tl,le under the·1976 buds:ct 
ami tu he ..:har~L·J against operatitllll' durin•~ ~he 
financi.ll year 1978 n the basis of Article 104 of 
the Financial Regu tion of 25 April 1973 sh:tll 
remain in force duri g the fin:tncial yenr for which 
they were granted ~nd the sums committed under 
the~e authori7.:ttions 1 sh:ttl be added to the commit· 
ment arpropri:ttion~ for the financial year for 
whkh rh~y were m:hle available. 
! 
5. A~ :tn ex\.·~·rti'n in the ca:o~: of the Guidance 
Section of the Eurqpcan Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund, a 'pedal entry shall be made in the 
remarks column pf the budget regarding the 
appropri:ttions rest•ed for improving a~ricultural 
structures which: have been carried over from 
previous financia~ years but commitment of which is 
not planned duri~g the financial year concerned. In 
that year they shall not require to be covered by 
revenue. 
6. Commitment approprtattons entered in the 
budgets for 1976(and 19n for the European Regional 
Development Fu!'td and not committed by the end of 
the financial yea~ for which they were entered in the 
budget shall re~ain available for the two subsequent 
financial years. j 
r 
7. The conJi~ions under which the European unit 
of account is tc) be applied to revenue and expen-
diture shall bd determined by the implementing 
measures provi~ed for in Article 106. 
Arlide109 
The tol: v•Wing sbali be res->~--- .. 
- the Financi~l Regulation of lS April 1973 
applicable tq the general budget of the European 
Communiric~ (1), and the Financial Regulation of 
18 March 1~75 amending it (1), 
- all other pr· ovisions contrary to this Financial 
Rcgul:ttion. 
· Article UO 
I 
This Financial/Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 197~. . • 
This Financi~l Regulatioo shall be binding in its 
entirety and/directly applicable in all Me!rber States. 
Done at Brusfels, 21 Decentler 1977. 
I 
I 
(1) OJ No L 1116, 1.5.1973, p.1 
(2) OJ No L /73, 21.3.1975, p.45 
for th. Courrdl 
The President 
J. CHABERT 
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Canni ss ion • s anendi ng prq:x:>Sa l 
(a) where they relate to payments rem::~ininp: due 
under commitments, they shall he carried O\'er 
automatienlly for a period of five years reckoned 
from 31 Dcccmher of the financial ye~u Juring 
which they were committed; 
(h) upun l'Xpiry of th;tt p~:rioll, the Commission mly 
suhmit to the Council nnJ forw.ud to the 
F.urupl.'an r;trli~u1tcnt, by 1 Feb. ·the li~t~ of 
:tl'llfOI'ri.tticmN n•mainin~-t Cllt\\lnittc~l. ftlr whkh 
a lluly suhstanri.nl·~l request fllr c.ury·cwer i~ 
hdn~-t m:tllc. The decillion shall hl· t.1ken ·'in 
nccorlbnce with the Sl'Cond suhrar.1grarh of 
Article 6 (3). 
2. The ccrditia1S tllder which the ECU is to be 
applied to reverue an:1 expenditure shall be 
detennined by the irrplementing measures 
provided for in Article 121. 
Article 124 
The folla-~ing shall i::: r?1ealed: 
- the Financial Regulatioo of 25 April 1973 
applicable ~o the general budget of the Eurq>ean 
Communities , an:1 the Financial Regulation of 
18 March 1975 amending it2, 
- all other pnJVisions contrary to this Financial 
Regulation. 
Article 125 
This Financial Regulatioo shall enter into force oo •. 
It shall be binding in its entirety and directly 
applicable in all Member States. 
(1) OJ No L 116, 1.5.1973, p.1 
(2) OJ No L 73, 21.3.1975, p.45 
PE 84.700/fin. 
AMENDMENTS PROI'OSED BY THE COIM~ fiYf C.iTORS ··1 
A'rHc l:e 124 
Add the fotl~•ing '8-t the -end •of ':t!he 
second indEftlt ·af-ter rt'he ··t~O'rd6 
' 
1 
•••• this Financial RegulaH·on·• 
1 as la'S.t ,sul'lded ·.by Counc:H R~u~t·ion 
(ECSC, EEC,, rEA£.C>) -of •.•• 1 
<Commission 'text> 
Rapporteur 1 s pr.oposa l 
Article 124 
·rhe foltowing shall be repealed: 
- all other provisions contrary to this 
F i nanc·i a l Regulation. 
Article 125 
'This •Financial Regulation shall enter into 
force on ••••• 
lt ·shalltb.e btnd;ng in its entirety and 
directly ·applicable in all Member States. 
( 1 ) OJ No L '116, 1 • 5.1973, . p. 1 
(2) OJ No L 73, 21. 3~1975, p.45 
(3) OJ -No L ·356, 31.1-2..-1977, p. 1 
(4) OJ .No·L 160, ,28.6 .. 1979, p. 1 
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